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fJef Ready 

An expanded version of the February 1973 article describing how to 
build igloos. Covers snow saws, snow preparation, cutting blocks, 
establishing the spiral, entranceways, and the all important " igloo 
principle," the secret that keeps the tilted snow blocks in place as 
the angle changes. Also included are solutions to common prob
lems, emergency shelters, Eskimo terminology, and historic quotes 
by artic explorers. Igloo building is an important mountaineering and 
winter camping skill. This booklet will teach you how. 16 pages, 20 
photographs, 10 sketches, 5½ x 8 inches. $0,75 

+ 13c postage 

OFF BELAY 

STOVES 
MOUNiA\NEERING 

'FOR ,,.oo 

A reprint of the popular 1973 article on lightweight backpacking 
stoves. Explains the principles of gasoline, butane, kerosene, and 
alcohol stoves, " target" and "ported" burners, altitude and tem
perature effects, liquid and vapor feed , plus important safety 
considerations and common abuses. Test data, spare parts, specifi
cations, and user experience are summarized for 24 different models 
of stoves. Also included are reader responses to the original article 
plus suggestions for adding an igniter to your stove. 32 pages, 32 
photographs, 50 graphs and sketches, 5 ½ x 8 inches. $1.00 

+ 24c postage 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

15630 - S.E. 124th STREET, RENTON, WASHINGTON 98055 

NORTH AMERICAN MOUNTAINEERING SHOPS 
The shops listed here carry a selection of mountaineering, touring, and rock climbing gear appropriate 

to their geographic location and are sources of information on local clubs, schools, ethics, and area s. 

California: Berkeley 
Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1338 San Pablo 
(415) 527-4140 

California : Carson (Los A ngeles) 
Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
405 W. Torrence Blvd. 
(213) 538-2429 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet 
920 Foothill Blvd . 
(213) 790-2717 

California: West Covina 
Alpine Country 
1030 West Covina Pkwy . 
(213) 962-4311 

Colorado : Boulder 
Boulder Mountaineer 
1335 Broadway 
(303) 442-8355 

Colorado : Denver 
Forrest Mountain Shop 
1517 Platte St. 
(303) 477-1722 

Georgia : Athens 
Charbon Outfitters 
257 W. Broad St. 
(404) 548-7225 

Idaho: Boise 
Bootworlcs 
515 Main St. 
(208) 344-3821 

Idaho: Driggs (Teton Park) 
Mountaineering Outfitters 
62 N . Main 
(208) 354-2222 

Illinois: Woodstock 
Outdoor Recreation, Inc. 
1801½ S. Rt. 47 
(815) 338-6088 

Indiana: Ft. Wayne 
Water Meister Sports 
3211 Covington Road 
(219) 432-0011 

Maryland : Gaithersburg 
Hudson Bay Outfitter Ltd . 
315 East Diamond Ave . 
(301) 948-2474 

Maryland : Kensington 
Hudson Bay Outfitters Ltd . 
10560 Metropolitan Ave. 
(301) 949-2515 

M ichigan : East Lansing 
Great Lakes Mountain Supply Co . 
541 E. Grand River Ave . 
(517) 351-2060 

New Jersey: Clark 
Hills & Trails 
93 Brant Ave . 
(201) 574-1240 

New Jersey: Green Brook 
Overall Outfitter 
62 Rt. 22 
(201) 968-4230 

New Jersey : Princeton 
The Nickel 
354 Nassau St. 
(609) 924-3001 

Oregon : Portland 
Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1798 Jantzen Beach Center 
(503) 283-1300 

Oregon: Roseburg 
Pack Trails 
1229 SE Stephens 
(503) 672-3213 

Pennsylvania : Monroeville 
Exkursion 
4123 Wm . Penn. Hwy. 
(412) 372-7030 

Virginia : Fairfax 
Hudson Bay Outfitters 
9683 Lee Highway 
(703) 591 -2950 

Wash ington : Seattle 
Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
1525 - 11th Ave . 
(206) 323-8333 

Washington: Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport 
W. 30 International Way 
(509) 328-5020 

Washington: Tacoma 
Northwest Mountain Supply 
786 Commerce 
(206) 572-4857 

West Virginia : Mouth of Seneca 
The Gendarme 
Across from Seneca Rock 

Canada : Banff, Alberta 
Monad Sports Ltd . 
111 Banff Ave. 
(403) 762-2343 

Canada : Calgary, Alberta 
Mountain Equipment Co-op 
601 - 11th Ave . SW 
(403) 269-2420 

Canada: Jasper, Alberta 
Totem Ski Shop 
410 Connaught Drive 
(403) 852-3078 

Canada : Vancouver , B .C. 
Carleton Recreational Equipment 
3201 Kingsway 
(604) 438-6371 

Canada: Vancouver , B.C . 
Mountain Equipment Co-op 
1820 Fir St. 
(604) 733-9194 

Canada: Montreal , Quebec 
La Cordee 
2159 est, Ste. Catherine 
(514) 524-1106 

Fur lisliny infunnaliuni 
please write OFF BELAY 
15630 S. E. 124th St. 
Renton, WA 98055 
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CREVASSE 
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SELF RESCUE 

A SYSTEMATIC PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH 

CANADA, Fall into a Crevasse and Exceeding Abilities-Alberta, 
Rocky Mountains, Bow Glacier. [Five climbers] ... left Bow Hut at 
1400 hours on July 15 to attempt St. Nicholas by the south ridge. It 
had rained and hailed all night and rained intermittently during the 
morning. When they reached the ridge, the summit was in cloud and 
it started to rain, so they returned . . . When [the lead climber]. .. 
had crossed the last crevasse, he pointed out holes in the snow 
bridge to [the climber] ... who was next. Another party in the area 
avoided the crevasse because it was wide and the bridge appeared 
unsafe. When she crossed at 1645 hours, the bridge broke and she 
fell into the crevasse up to her waist. Her axe was in her hand but she 
did not react and slipped slowly under the surface of the bridge, the 
rope cutting itself into the snow, and she losing her axe. 

She was tied in with a seat and chest harness, but it was tied 
incorrectly, so her weight was taken entirely by the chest harness. 
She was told to stand in the prussiks [sic] which were already 
attached to the rope, but she said she was incapable. An end of rope 
was thrown down, but she could not see it. [The lead climber] ... 
used this rope to cross the crevasse and set up a pulley system to pull 
her out, but she did not reply to calls after 1650 hours. He then des
cended into the crevasse but was unable to help her or to climb out 
again, and the rest of the party was not able to help them. [A 
member] .. . of the Canadian Forces Cadets spotted them when re
turning from a trip at 1700 hours and he and his party recovered them 
from the crevasse at 1730 hours. Her chest harness had to be cut off 
because it was tight enough to restrict the chest expansion, and re
suscitation and heart massage was attempted for four hours but with 
no success. The body was evacuated by a Parks helicopter at 2055 
hours. -Accidents in North American Mountaineering, 1977 
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DEVELOPED FOR THE MOUNTAIN SCHOOL ALPINE MOUNTAINEERING COURSE 

The people involved in the tragic accident 
cited above set out on their climb with an all 
too typical attitude. Glacier climbs are not 
particularly difficult, technically speaking, and 
the hazard level is quite low. This tends to 
entice the inexperienced and lull thos& who 
know better into a false sense of safety. 

Hidden crevasses, those cunning!y 
bridged over by blowing snow during winter 
storms, are perhaps the biggest hazards on 
most glacier routes. They are a hazard that is 
easy to underestimate, as our unfortunate 
couple did. If crevasses are bridged so tho
roughly that they cannot be detected, they 
often will support a climbers weight and are 
passed unnoticed. This is particularly true in 
the maritime glaciers of the Cascades and 
Coast Ranges. Falls into crevasses are not all 
that common, and most of them are minor, 
with the climber involved extricating himself 
undamaged. 

Our unfortunate victims did realize that 
crevasses are a hazard, and felt they guarded 
against them sufficiently with the textbook 
expedient of "Prusik slings." But they were 
apparently like many of the parties wandering 
about our mountain glaciers today. They had 
not bothered to try out a technique they had 
read or heard about, but none the less blindly 
entrusted their lives to it. When the need for 
that technique arose, it either did not work, or 
they could not perform it ... 
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Hidden crevasses are a real, not imagi
nary hazard, and crevasse falls, though rare, 
must be provided for. Not as this couple did, 
with Prusik slings and self deception, but with 
a well planned tested system that works for 
you. 

This two part article describes an inte
grated crevasse self rescue system, the equip
ment and the procedures, that we developed 
for the glacier travel segment of The Moun
tain School alpine mountaineering course. It 
begins with an analysis of the "text book" 
procedure, introduces a novel Prusiking me
thod, and develops a set of emergency pro
cedures in case of a crevasse fall. In other 
words, it sets down in print another "textbook 
expedient." It sets the stage for another di
saster. Anyone who thinks that reading this 
article is enough, is guilty of the same over
simplification that produced the accident 
report cited . 

The Traditional Prusik System 

In developing a curriculum for an alpine 
mountaineering course, we had to choose be
tween a wide variety of techniques that might 
accomplish the same end result. For example 
there are hundreds of knots, dozens of 
methods of attaching belayer to anchors, and 
many rappeling techniques. From the many 
choices, we often picked methods because 
they were easy to teach . For example, we 

TOD WAGNER 

totally ignored the butterfly knot because it 
was tricky to learn and remember, and other 
simpler knots would accomplish the same 
thing. We also avoided techniques which re
quired a single purpose gadget, such as rappel 
rings or belaying plates. Such gadgets have a 
place in mountaineering, but their use should 
be based on an understanding of the basic 
technique they replace. And finally we had to 
allow for a unique human trait. We would get 
a certain number of people in the . program 
who had no business being there. Some 
would be physically incapable of handling 
demanding maneuvers, in other words, badly 
out-of-shape, perhaps overweight. Some 
would be incapable of handling the mental 
strain. Put them in a tense situation, li~e 
hanging free in a crevasse, and they lose 
control. They stop thinking, make potentially 
fatal mistakes, and in their unreasonable haste 
to be done with the unpleasant situation they 
are in, burn themselves out in a matter of 
minutes. 

When we reviewed the traditional 
method of crevasse self-rescue in Freedom of 
the Hills, we could see a potential disaster. 
The cartoon sketch on page 283 showed a 
climber effortlessly Pru!:iking up a free hang
ing rope using only a chest sling and two foot 
slings. At this point, I suggest throwing a 
climbing rope over a tree limb, tying the end 

Continued. 
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off, and trying to duplicate the cartoon cha
racter's performance. And be sure to wear 
your climbing pack - I've never heard of a 
climber falling into a crevasse without one. 

After ten feet or so, you'll find yourself 
thoroughly exhausted and your arms ready to 
fall off. Ascending a free hanging rope is 
extremely strenuous and the system shown 
does not permit much resting. Worse yet, if 
the Prusiker's strength should give out, his 
legs swing out from under him, and buckle at 
the hip and knee. He is scruntched into a 
tangled ball, with the slings cutting painfully 
into his calf and thigh. 

This situation is bad enough, but there is 
an even more serious flaw in the system. The 
climber is not tied into his Prusiks! Should his 
crampons cut the slings, or feet slip out, he's 
primed for another fall. 

Granted the system does work, but it 
presupposes the strength and endurance to 
see it through without tiring. It also assumes 
that no component will fail. Together these 
assumptions are unrealistic and present an 
unnecessary risk that we felt were totally un
acceptable in a class situation. 

Requirements of Self-Rescue System 

Once the traditional Prusik was rejected, 
we decided to start from scratch, and began 
with a list of requirements. These were 
divided into two categories-absolute require
ments and desireable features. 

The absolute requirements were as fol
lows: 

1) The system must give the fallen climb
er time to regain his strength and composure 
after the shock of a fall even though dan11ling 
free on the end of a rope deep in a crevasse. 

2) It must allow him to ascend a free 
hanging rope, as well as one slanting down a 
sloping crevasse wall. 

3) The climber must be able to stop and 
rest in reasonable comfort at any point during 
the ascent. 
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The "collapse" position for the traditional Prusik (left) is constricting and difficult 
to recover, particularly If the climber should lose a foot sling (center). With a 
Texas Prusik, the climber can lose BOTH foot slings and one of his Prusiks and still 
end up in a comfortable and stable position (right). 

4) If the climber "burns out", he should 
be able to fall back into a comfortable posi
tion and wait for help. (This was a Mountain 
School safety requirement, for reasons ex
plained earlier. But the situation could also 
develop with an injured climber.) 

5) Should any component fail or come 
loose other components must provide back
up security. 

6) The climber should be able to extricate 
both himself and his pack. 

Added to this were a few "desireables" . 
7) The system should be no more com

plicated than the traditional method and its 
components should be standard "multiple 
use" items of climbing gear, like slings and 
carabiners. 

8) It should facilitate passing the crevasse 
edge, which may be overhanging or so soft 
that the rope is deeply trenched. 

9) It should work with any of the popular 
ascending knots, or with mechanical ascend
ers. 

10) And ideally, the system should be 
manageable by an injured climber. 

It seemed like a tall order to fill, yet none 
of the requirements were particularly unrea
sonable. By attacking them one at a time, 
solutions began to fall in place. 

After the Fall is Over 

The direct tie-in with a climbing rope has 
disappeared from the rock climbing scene, but 
persists among glacier climbers. Yet the end 
result of a crevasse fall is the same as a fall 
rock climbing. If the belay/arrest is successful, 
the falli,n climber will find himself dangling at 
the end of the rope. 

Hanging from waist loops is not only un
comfortable, but dangerous. The loops ride 

up against the diaphragm and constrict 
breathing. If the pressure is not relieved, the 
climber will suffocate, perhaps within ten mi
nutes. (An example of this is reported in 
"Climber Suffocates after Getting Hung Up 
on Rappel," OFF BELAY 30) . 

A climber dangling from a waist loop 
must relieve the pressure immediately. 
Indeed, back in the "old days," this was one 
of the major reasons for having Prusik slings 
attached and ready at all times. However, 
expecting such immediate and rational re
sponse within the first few minutes after a 
crevasse fall is unreasonable. At minimum, 
the climber is going to be shook up, his heart 
racing from the sudden surge of adrenalin that 
comes with breaking through. He may be in
jured, with something as minor as a sprained 
ankle preventing use of his foot slings. Waist 
loops jamming against the diaphragm bruise, 
even break ribs, causing much pain. 

This urgency and much of the injury po
tential is eliminated if the climber is wearing a 
seat harness. A harness is also an asset to the 
arrestirig climber topside, making it easier and 
less painful for him to support his fallen part
ner. During those first few minutes when the 
topside climber is securing himself, he no 
longer has to hurry, or t0 fight the jerking 
produced by his partner struggling to get into 
his slings. A good comfortable harness makes 
as much sense on a glacier as it does on a rock 
climb. 

The Texas Prusik 

A review of existing climbing/mountain
eering literature revealed no information on al
ternate l-'rus1kmg methods, probably because 
the need to ascend a rope doesn't come up 

Continued. 
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(A) ( B) 

(C) ( D) 

The Texas Pruslk method. A sitting position Is the start of the cycle {A). It provides a convenient rest 
position. The legs are raised and lower knot Is moved up (B). The climber then transfers his weight to 
his feet and loosens his top knot (C). He stands up and pushes the top knot up (D). He then sits down 
and starts the cycle over at (A) . A very long gain per cycle can be achieved by kicking the leg very 
high. The high kick can only be used by strong climbers. Reprinted from Robert Thrun's PRUSIKING 
with permission of the author and the National Speleological Society. 
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A student Prusiks Texas style using the 
Mauntaln School system. In addition to a 
seat harness, a chest sling, mini-aiders, 
and ''long tailed Prusiks" are needed. 
Construction details are given on page 8. 
The student, who happens to be 54 years 
af age, easily managed 60 feet of free 
hanging rope on his first try with the 
system. Note the full mountaineering 
day pack. The final frame on the oppo• 
site page illustrates the rest position. 
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that often. Vertical cavers, however, make 
long rope ascents regularly and have accumu
lated a wealth of information and experience 
on Prusiking methods. Much of it is summa
rized in Robert Thrun's book, PRUSIKING, 
published by the National Speleological So
ciety (reviewed in OFF BELAY 16). A some
what similar but shorter summary is included 
in Neil Montgomery's SINGLE ROPE TECH
NIQUES, published by the Sydney (Australia) 
Speleological Society. (Both are available 
through the N.S.S. Bookstore, Cave Avenue, 
Huntsville, AL 35810.) A review of these publi
cations quickly revealed that our list require
ments was not at all unreasonable. In fact, 
among cavers, vertical rope capability, rest 
potential, redundancy in case of component 
failure were minimum requirements of all as
cending systems. 

According to Thrun, one of the most 
popular systems used by American cavers is 
called the Texas Prusik. It seemed ideal for our 
situation because it fulfilled several of our re
quirements and quite a few of our desireables. 

The ability to stop and rest, even to 
collapse completely are built into the system. 
The upper Prusik is attached directly to the 
climbing harness. Indeed, the climber spends 
half his time sitting down and resting. Effort 
comes in short bursts with unlimited rest and 
recovery time between the bursts. 

The Texas Prusik is essentially a stand 
up-sit down sequence. A Prusik, approxi
mately 18 inches long is attached to the seat 

harness with a locking biner clipped in at the 
balance point. On the rope below the seat 
Prusik is another with two foot slings of equal 
length attached. For redundant safety, this 
Prusik should also be attached to the locking 
biner and harness with a short sling (although 
not shown in Thrun's book.) The climber 
stands up in the foot slings and slides the seat 
Prusik up the rope, then sits down again. 
While resting in the sitting position, he rocks 
backwards, bending and lifting his legs into a 
tuck, and slides the foot sling Prusik up. The 
sequence is then repeated. 

As with most ascending systems, sling 
lengths are critical and must be worked out 
for each individual by trial and error during a 
practice session. The upper knot should be no 
higher than the top of your head when stand- • 
ing up and all slack is pulled out of the system . 
A longer seat sling is harder to stretch out 
fully, and any slack represents distance gained 
in standing up, but lost when sitting down. 
The foot sling Prusik should be about 30 
inches lower, no higher than your belt buckle 
when standing in the slings. With this set up, 
about two feet can be gained each cycle. 

The precise measurements, however, 
vary from individual to inciividual and must be 
worked out in a practice session . Here are 
some common problems and their solutions. 

1. Loosing too much gain each time you 
sit down/d ifficulty in stretching seat sling 
Prusik . Solution: shorten the seat sling Prusik. 

Continued. 
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2. Gaining very little each cycle (as dif
ferentiated from loosing what was gained). 
Solution: shorten the foot slings, thereby in
creasing the distance the lower Prusik can be 
raised. 

3. Falling over backward when in the sit
ting position. Solution: Use a chest sling to 
alter the balance point, or if your harness 
permits, clip in at a higher point. 

4. Unable to rock backward and tuck. 
Solution: lower the clip in point. Note, this 
system does not work well with European 
style or MSR harnesses with high attachment 
points. ......_ 

5. Difficulty in standing up in the foot 
slings. Solution: tuck your feet beneath you 
and push straight up with your legs. Begin
ners have a tendency to keep their legs 
straight and pull up on their arms, which is 
very exhausting. If you still have a problem, 
try less gain per cycle. 
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OVERHAND ON A BIGHT 

Any type of chest sling works with the 
Mountoln School system, so long as it fits 
snugly and rides high. The design shown 
here is simple to make yet permanent. 
The stitching is non-critical and carries 
very little lood and may be done by 
hand. The shoulder straps should hold 
the carablner just above breast level. 
Make from I inch webbing. 

When all is properly adjusted, you should 
be sliding the lower Prusik to within an inch or 
two of the upper, standing up, and fully 
stretching out the upper sling before sitting 
down again. When everything is set, it is one 
of the fastest ways to ascend a rope using 
knots. 

The basic technique is also adaptable to 
Jumars and other mechanical ascenders, and 
is a popular Jumaring system among Colo
rado climbers ("Jumars," OFF BELAY 1). 

And finally, one of the big advantages 
associated with the Texas Prusik: it can be 
used by a climber with an injured leg or foot. 

Some Refinements 

While the Texas Prusik method satisfied 
most of our requirements, we carried the 
analysis further to see how many of the 
remaining requirements we could satisfy. 
While the Texas Prusik works equally well on 
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Mini-aiders are patterned after their 
wall climbing big brothers, but are 
made from lighter, ½ Inch tubular 
nylon webbing. They crumple Into a 
ball no larger than a handkerchief 
and flt nicely in a pants pocket. The 
dimensions shown work well for per
sons of average height but may have 
to be adjusted for the very tall and 
the very short. Two are required. 

a free hanging rope and a rope lying against a 
steep crevasse wall, it requires room to ac
complish the rocking maneuver. Under some 
situations, a very narrow crevasse for 
example, the conventional system works 
better. By making individual foot slings which 
attach to the lower Prusik with carabiners, it 
was possible to change to the traditional 
system merely by moving one of the foot 
slings to an attachment point on the upper 
Prusik. And this could be accomplished with
out sacrificing the safety of the two Prusiks 
tied to the waist loop, or the resting capa
bilities that are part of the total system. In 
fact, the change over is accomplished while 
comfortably sitting down. A slightly longer 
foot sling is necessary, since it is attached 
higher up and has to pass inside the hc1rness 
and wrap around a leg for stability, but this 
was easily accomplished by adding another 
step to the foot sling. 

The resulting two stepped foot sling trig
gered another solution. Add a third, higher 
step and the resulting "aider" would be a help 
in negotiating the crevasse lip. And since the 
foot slings were now independent, mechani
cal ascenders could be substituted for the 
Prusiks if the climbing situation seems to war
rant them. 

We seemed to have found the Prusiking 
set-up we were looking for, but the proof of 
the pudding is not theories but practice. The 
couple in the introductory accident report had 
a Prusiking set-up, but they did not know how 
to use it properly. 

After testing the setup at instructor's 
seminars, we began teaching it exclusively in 
the Mountain School, and have done so for 
four seasons now. The students are taught 
the basics at well controlled practice set-ups 
on an overhanging cliff and a 70° slab. Later 
they are lowered into a deep crevasse and 
must use what they have learned to extricate 
themselves. These sessions have suggested 
modification that are now part of the system. 
More important, they allowed us to develop 
an integrated system of crevasse self rescue
techniques, procedures, alternates. The total 
system and putting it to work for you in-an 
emergency will be the topic of Part II. 

- RaySmutek 

FIGURE EIGHT 

FROST ____ .,E)IV"l~1"--- -----__J*L_ 

The "long tailed Prusik" ls the heart 
of the Mountain School system. Two 
are required. Each Is made from a 
flexible 6 mm Perlon cord, approxi
mately 80 Inches long. The loop 
should be about & Inches in diameter. 
A third, simple Prusik loop is also 
handy In actual rescue situations. 

KNOT 
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FUJI FEVER 
On July 15th every year, at approximately 

5:00 AM, a highly contagious, but relatively 
harmless "disease" takes hold of what seems 
like almost the entire Japanese populace. One 
minute everyone is in pretty high spirits, talk
ing sense, and discussing the weather, the 
next moment, they are all in the grip of this 
mysterious, Oriental confusion. 

The supposed virus causing this mass 
hysteria has not yet been isolated, but is one 
thing which cannot be definitely blamed on 
industrial or political pollution, as symptoms 
of the disease date back literally hundreds of 
years. 

This affliction is quite different from the 
type associated with cherry blossom viewing 
or shrine visiting on New Year's Day, which 
are rather "mild sports" in comparison to the 
awe-inspiring sight of masses of humanity 
materializing in the dawn's early light on the 
mid-July date. Virtually, or. so it seems, the 
entire nation, in grim determination, consoli
dates into one, giant lump of human proto
plasm, seizes its hiking sticks, and advances 
en-masse for a monumental assault on their 
one-and-only, beloved, MOUNT FUJI! 

I stand here today to tell you that I have 
been to the top of Mount Fuji. But, I am not 
going to be silly enough to try and convince 
you that I was out there to climb Fuji the day I 
actually made it to the very tippy-top. 

As a matter of fact, I was with this cute, 
almond-eyed bird in a simply fabulous Japa
nese-style hotel on the shores of Lake Yama
naka, which skirts the base of the mountain, 
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and is strictly in line-of-passage. 
About 4:30 in the AM my little chickadee 

rolled over and said, "Let's go to the "o-furo" 
(bath)." This was about the third time that 
day (I swear she didn't need all that wash-· 
ing ... nor me either), but having been tho
roughly coached in Japanese courtesy, I na
turally went along, trailing behind her. She 
suggested .. . and this is what really made 
everything hit the fan ... that I take a look at 
the sunrise, which she promised would be 
sensually beautiful at this time of year. 

Well, I had just about reached the view
ing door of the bath on my own power, when I 
stepped on this bar of soap. Momentum? 
Before I could scream, "Sayonara", I was off 
in a cloud of soap bubbles, slioing out me 
door, skidding down the garden path, and 
stumbling through a couple of morning-glory 
hedges on the way. Unfortunately, for me, it 
was at that fatal moment-the crack of dawn! 
Because, before I could recover my balance, I 
was literally picked up bodily by this happy
go-lucky group of Japanese businessmen, 
who evidently had forgotten to stop imbibing 
since the night before. 

What I'm trying to tell you is that I'm the 
first man, Japanese or otherwise, who has 
ever made it past the fifth station without 
putting his feet on the ground once! 

I was the "Honorable Foreigner", and 
these guys kept insisting that I HAD to climb 
Mount Fuji. Before I could reach down to 
adjust a pair of getta (wooden clogs) that one 
fellow had kindly lent me, we had passed the 

sixth station, and by that time I had engulfed 
so many "sips" from their half empty bottle, I 
really wasn't caring a bit where I was going. 
However, as the air got thinner and the ori
ginal buzz-on began to wear off, I discovered 
that all I had with me was my "Yukata" (thin 
cotton kimono), the clogs the guy had given 
me, and my toothbrush which I still gripped 
tightly in my left hand. 

Well, there I was, more than halfway up 
the mountain and not even breathing hard, 
'cause these guys were still half carrying me 
anyway. So, I figured the best thing to do was 
stick with the group who had adopted, or 
rather kidnapped me. I mean, at that point, 
how the devil was I going to convince them 
that I was actually on my way back to the bath 
when I met them? 

If you have ever wondered what if feels 
like to fall down a smokestack going full blast, 
you can find out all about it by trying to climb 
Mount Fuji. Just imagine a two-mile high 
mound of volcanic ash and rock, clinkers and 
cinders, dust and soot. Well, I can tell you that 
my Grandpa would have never attempted 
such a climb, and he was one of the two living 
creatures that remained in Double Forks, Ok
lahoma after the big dusters hit in '38. The 
other was a no-account breed of hound dog 
tQat wouldn't move off a cactus if it was rain
in' feather beds. 

But. man, when you see all those stout
hearted climbers in action you tell yourself 
there must be something up there besides the 

Continued. 
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Fuji Fever-Continued 
top of a mountain. Well, I made it .. . I really 
did! I got all the way to the top with these 
guys, and then I looked. Did you ever look into 
the mouth of a dead crater? It's about as 
exciting as peering into a cesspool or a 
clogged sewer pipe. 

All these guys I had "climbed" with were 
waiting with their cameras to get a shot of the 
sunrise. We all agreed that the sun was pro
bably still up in the sky somewhere, but con-

THE CHAMELEON 
ditions for taking pictures, when we finally 
arrived, weren't exactly good. In fact, they 
were all wrong ... dense clouds, drizzling rain 
and fog. Once we all confirmed that snapping 
shutters was going to be a waste of time and 
would have to be postponed, I decided to 
excuse myself, and try and make my way back 
to the hotel alone. 

An Interview with a Daredevil Rock Gymnast 

I bid a tearful farewell to the group who 
had just broken the seal on a new bottle of ' 
scotch and started back. The climbing community at large has 

Sliding, slipping, skidding, braking . . . always bee·n wracked by storms over ethics. 

then more sliding, slipping and falling down. For years, pitons were frowned upon in 
Oh, I got back alright . .. and I've got the Europe and in the United States, but they 

scars to prove it. Not where you'd notice them ' were eventually accepted for both free and aid 
though. However, I wouldn't want to pull a : climbing. The Battle of the Bolt followed, 

"show and tell" in your living room especially • culminating in the controversy over a Hardy 

if the weekly church society was holding their boy ascent of a Mourning Wall somewhere, in 

monthly bridge klatch. which zillions of bolts were used to connect 

Anywhere, the bar of soap was just : the few "piton pitches." Many of the dirty 

where I thought it would be. I picked it up and : bolts were later removed by a pure and ven
made my way back into the bath. Kazuko, turesome prince from the climbing aris

my little bird, was right there . . . again or • tocracy. Thus, pitons were still in, and bolts 

yet, I never quite figured out. But, she hardly were out. 
batted an eyelash. In fact, the first thing she The creeping realization that pitons de-

said was, "Want me to scrub your back stroy cracks accelerated into the Chocks 

again?" : Movement, which really took off in the early 

Mount Fuji IS beautiful. There is no deny- ' Seventies. People who carried hammers and 
ing that simple fact. But, plowing through a pins suffered ridicu1e and were banished from 

mountain of cinders is hardly a way to appre- the circles of the so-called "clean climbers." 

ciate it, . . . especially after you have been • Ideally, some thought, old pitons could be 

drinking. ' used as quaint, curious candlesticks in greasy, 
There are plenty of colored slides, post- , cheap restaurants. There emerged onto the 

cards and first person reports on "How I Con- market a succession of chocks and nuts. 

quered Fuji-yama", so if you really must go ' A brilliant young M.B.A. candidate-

back to the States, or where ever, with some modesty forbids my identifying him- noticed 

proof, why not let a professional photo- that the progression from malleable pitons to 

grapher supply you with "uncontestable" evi- chromemolybdenum pitons to chocks and on 

dence? If that doesn't satisfy you perhaps I • to all types of wired and unwired stoppers 

could introduce you to my personal guide, resembled closely the planned obsolescence 

Kazuko; I am sure she'd be more than happy in the automobile and apparel industries. (I'll 

to give you the complete tour. , bet E. Van Chin-Hard has never before likened 

You know, I never did see those Japan- • himself to General Motors!) 
ese guys again. For all I know they may still be An avid climber pointed out that chocks 

up there, bottles and cameras in hand, waiting damage the rock environment because often 
for the sun to peep through the fog. Yessiree, times the climber must "garden" the dirt and 

"our" beloved Mount Fuji is still standing • vegetation from a crack before making a 

majestically there. It looks much more beauti- placement. ' 

ful from a distance ... believe me. Next time , Will chocks be the next devices to fall 
l'm 'in that area around the middle of July up into disfavor? Where is climbing going? In 

through the end of August I'll make sure to order to answer these absolutely gripping 
stay in the hotel and pull the covers over my questions, I sought and obtained the follow-
head until it's past the noon hour. ing interview with a serious climber whose 

The Japanese have a saying: You really ' commitment to ecology is so deep that he 
should climb Mount Fuji once in your lifetime, would not consent to using his name. 

but if you climb it twice you're crazy. * * * 
I'd like to add my two cents-worth : IF you Question: You have been characterized 

climb Mount Fuji once you're crazy, . . . ifyou as the_ purest of the "clean" rock cl imbers. 
climb it twice you are hopelessly insane! Could you tell us about your technique? 

-Robert D. Dunham Answer: I've done the chock fanciers one 
So. Wellfleet, Massachusetts ' better. You see, they're rea lly all a bunch of 
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hypocrites, running around saying that pitons 
scar the rock, but then they go out and slam 
around all kinds of metal wedges and nuts. 
The mere presence of metallic substances 
violates the aesthetic integrity of the rock. A 
carelessly banged-around chock can chip off. 
flakes and crystals. Me, I use gray and beige 
webbing. I jam it into cracks and fasten the 
rope to it with brown sling. And since I use 
"natural" colors and wear a camouflage par
ka, I can't be seen from more than ten feet 
away. It's the utmost in ecology, huh? 

Question: Well, yes. Tell me, how well 
does your revolutionary protection system 
hold falls? 

Answer: Falls? Gee, I don't know. Rap
pels are always interesting, though, and sleep
ing in a single-anchor hammock is delicate 
work; it's a good way to separate the eagles 
from the turkeys. 

Question: What standard of climbs do 
you do? 

Answer: For the last few months, we've 
been getting up to 5.15 moves. Yes, I know 
it's kind of strenuous . .. (he yawns) ... but I 
figure a climber should always do his best. 
Got to stay busy, you know. 

Question: You mentioned "we". I take it 
you don't climb alone. 

Answer: What made you presume I climb 
alone? "We" means me and my climbing 
buddy, Fred. He's a banker, kind of a conser
vative fellow. He keeps me from doing radical, 
outlandish things. 

Question: Can you give us an example? 
Answer: Oh, you know ... (He blushes 

slightly and grins like Walter Mitty at Disney 
World). .. doing overhangs with one hand 
·ti&d i.:Jehind ,my. back or Prusiking on dental 
floss. Fred if a,_n all riqht kind of guy, but he's 
conservative, as I've said. He's not as strong 
as I am.' . . (He flexes). . . but then who could 
expect him to be? He compensates with will
power, rigid boots, and adhesive eyelashes. 

Question: What do you think about the 
other climbers who are doing the same kind of 
extreme climbing as you? 

Answer: I wasn't aware they were any 
other climbers doing the same kind of extreme 
climbing as I'm doing. 

Question: What about Rheinholt 
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CLIMBER 
By Horace Deux Chaussures 

Messner's The Seventh Grade? 
Answer: If he's in seventh grade, then I'm 

in graduate school. 
Question: Are there any climbers at all 

whom you hold in high esteem? 
Answer: Well, Heinrich Horror and Lionel 

Terror helped me realize my capacities and 
taught me devotion to the sport, amateurish 
and non-innovative though their ascents 
might have been. Roy A. Robespierre and 
Garland Rowdy say they've never heard of 
me. 

Question: You don't teach or guide climb
ing or take pictures. How do you earn a living? 

Answer: I don't have to. My wife is libe
rated and has gone to work to support me. A 
man like me finds a lot to say in favor of 
women's rights, and I support the notion, 
"Equal Pay for Equal Work." 

Question: What kind of work does your 
wife do? 

Answer: She's a Playboy bunny. Have 
you read the October issue? 

Question: Hmm, I see. Climbers are 
always making plans for future trips. What are 
yours? 

Answer: I only look ahead to a couple of 
things at a time. That's my nature. I don't 
dream, so planning only two trips ahead keeps 
details down to a manageable level. This 
Spring we'll be in upstate New York to climb 
some of the Corning Glass inventory, mirrors 
and the like. Next July we'll fly South and oo 
some ascents of faces in Antarctic during the 
six-month-long night. 

Questions: The winters there are almost 
impossibly severe . .. 

Answer: That's the challenge, man, the 
challenge. The winter and darkness of Antarc
tica are constraints that must be worked 
within or overcome. The spirit of the adverse 
excites me. When I do moves that are 5.10 or 
under, I wear heavy mittens to make the 
climbing difficult. Otherwise, I might get 
bored. Have you heard that a party climbed 
the North Face of the Eiger in a day? Well, I 
could climb it in half a day without using my 
hands, but since I'm the only one I have to 
please, there's no reason I should-bother with 
showing other people, who don't know that I 
can. 
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Question: Could you repeat that last re
mark? 

Answer: Probably not. 
Question: The U.S. is going metric. How 

will that affect climbing? 
Answer: The United States is going me

tric without the slightest thought to what the 
conversion will do to American mountaineer
ing. Going from thinking in quarts and miles to 
liters and kilometers requires personal adjust
ment, but a basic logic is still there: a unit of 
practical measure. But what of the mountain
eering clubs in this country? Many were 
founded upon logical, round figures from the 
"old" system, and great social trauma is 
bound to occur when we replace yardsticks 
with metersticks. For example, the New Eng-
1 and Four Thousand Footer Club must 
necessarily become the New England 
1219.2024 Meter Club. Colorado's fifty-four 
highest mountains will no longer be the Four
teeners but the 4267.2085-ers. And so on. 
Much of the dignity and the tradition of the 
mountains will be defiled. I tell you, metric 
conversion is criminally insensitive. 

Question: How do you relax? 
Answer: I can't relax; my standards might 

decline and, along with them, my self esteem. 
When I'm not actually climbing, I think, talk, 
and breathe climbing . I take aerial photo
graphs into the shower with me. Our soup 
plates have a picture of the Matterhorn on the 
bottom. Our p!acemats have El Cap on them. 
Even at h'.)me I wear my klettershue to bed. 
The only records I own are, "Climb Ev'ry 
Mountain," " Night on Bald Mountain," and 
"Ce qu'on entend sur la montagne." I wear 
English Leather's Timberline cologne. I drink 
Mountain White Chablis and eat Alpen cereal. 

Paul Boving 

Questicn: Very impressive, very impres
sive. Do you think other climbers will be able 
to match your feats? 

Answer: Not for awhile, anyway. Not 
until they adopt my terrific mind set. Most 
climbers today are gutless, nervous low
landers with no respect for the rock environ
ment and no knowledge of what real exposure 
is. They use old pitons as hand trowels and 
scrape the vegetation out of the cracks in 
order to insert their destructive chocks, Me, I 
leave the plants there and often incorporate 
them into my protection systems. When I an
chor to the edelweiss, I leave the flower undis
turbed as I lovingly place my microsling 
around the tiny stem. I savor the texture of the 
delicate petals. Once you have this kind of 
mystical appreciation for the vertical world, 
my standards are easy to achieve. 

Question: (My brains begin to leak to
ward my stomach as I hear his prognosis for 
the sport; I swallow hard to clear my throat 
and make a mental note to learn hopscotch 
and bonsai artistry.) . .. Thank you for grant
ing me this interview. 

Answer: Of course, of course . .. (He 
waves his left hand in a gesture of royal gene
rosity.) . .. Glad to talk to you . 

- Robert A. Forrest 
Randolf, New jersey 
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-~~r CHOCK TALK 
Nole~ on 

Equipmenl 
& lecl,nique 

MORE FRICnoN_ FORCEFUL "FRIENDS" & FORCEFUL FALLS, & HOW STRONG SHOULD IT BE? 

Ed Leeper, Wal/street, Colorado•- The 
Friend cam nut has a higher crack expanding 
force than reported in Ian Wade's article in 
OFF BELAY 39. The figure given would be 
correct for 25 degree cams; but the cam angle 
has been changed to a lower number, pre
sumably for better traction on slick rock. But it 
also means a somewhat higher "wedging 
force factor" than 1. 1 (crack expanding force 
1.1 times the load applied to the sling), making 
it higher than for other chocks. 

Also, some clarification is needed for the 
case of conventional tapered aluminum 
chocks. The notes in OFF BELAY 29 and 31 
leave confusion about which wedging force 
figures apply, when friction is considered. 

The coefficient of friction between alu
minum and smooth granite is at least 0.4 and 
it's unlikely that any amount of lubrication by 
water, mud, or vegetation would have the 
"film strength" in such an irregular contact to 
bring the coefficient down below 0.4 once the 
high loading of a fall has begun. 

Assuming this conservative 0.4 coeffi
cient, a 20 degree chock has a wedging force 
factor of only 0.8., which is considerably lower 
(better) than whichever figure is for a Friend in 
a parallel crack. 

Even very slow-tapered chocks in the 
range of 4° to 8° (for example, small Stop
pers) will have factors of only about 1.0 to 1.1. 
In effect, friction adds 22° (more if the coeffi
cient is higher than 0.4 to the outward slope of 
each face of a standard chock. 

A chock can wedge loose an expanding 
flake. But there are several equally important 
points: 

(1) Conventional aluminum wedge 
chocks actually have an excellent (low) 
wedging force factor. 

(2) The difference among wedge chocks 
of various tapers is small. 

(3) Only a,n extremely fast-tapered chock 
sitting on nubbins (Hexentric, Titan, etc.) 
will do significantly better. 

I feel the Friend cam nut is an important 
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innovation. Ray Jardine has apparently solved 
many of the problems (especially stability) 
that have plagued those who've worked on 
cam devices for wide cracks. (I confess I'm 
one who has.) But a specially low crack 
expanding force is not one of its virtues. 
Ordinary aluminum chocks are hard to beat on 
that point. 

* * 
Ian Wade, Portland, Oregon- Ed Leeper 

has brought to my attention an inaccuracy in 
the article "Is Your Nut a Friend?" OFF 
BELAY 39, which concerns the "wedging 
force factor." This is the ratio of outward, 
flake prying force to the downward, fall-gene
rated force, and was presented as 1.1 based 
on a cam angle of 25°. 

While Friends designed with this cam 
angle do hold satisfactorily in granite, they 
may slip in limestone. Consequently Ray Jar
dine has redesigned the production model of 
Friends to have a 15° cam angle. This results 
in an even higher wedging force factor with a 
maximum 1.86, depending on crack geometry. 
If the crack converges as little as 9° per side, 
the force factor drops to 1.1. 

* * * 
Helmut Microys, Ph D, Toronto, Onta

rio - I wish to make two comments on your 
June 1978 issue. In the article "Is You Nut a 
Friend?" Ian Wade states that the maximum 
impact force which can be generated by a 
modern kernmantel rope is 1300 lbs. This is 
unfortunately not true. The force is closer to 
1300 kp, about 2800 lbs, assuming a fall factor 
of two. The UIAA specifications call for a 
maximum of 1200 kp (2640 lbs) in a test set-up 
where the fall factor is about 1.8. 

Most ropes now come quite close to this 
value because the UIAA makes the assump
tion that a dynamic belay is used which can 
considerably reduce the maximum force al
though this means the length of face is ex
tended. A dynamic belay can reduce forces 
down to 1000 lbs while a static belay will 
always produce the values stated above. Be-

cause a dynamic belay cannot be taken for 
granted (rope jams for instance), an equip
ment should be designed for the maximum 
force, about 2000 kp (4400 lbs) if it is used like 
a runner, nut, carabiner, etc. Friends are thus 
designed rather marginally. 

The second point is a minor one but 
demonstrates the old thinking about ropes. It 
concerns the "old rope" test done by Dill and 
Patterson. The static breaking strength of a 
rope is a relatively meaningless quantity. The 
static breaking strength of present day ropes 
is around 2000 kp (Kernmantel ropes). At one 
time ropes were produced with a static break
ing strength of 4000 kp, but were much in
ferior to what we have today. 

The key question to ask is always what is 
the energy absorption capacity of a rope. For 
this, the static breaking strength alone does 
not give the answer. Note that no rope manu
facturer of kernmantel ropes gives this value. 

* * * 
Ray Smutek- The above discussions 

bring out several important points about nuts 

in general, Friends in particular, and the 
climbing ropes used with them. Such ex
changes serve a very useful purpose. Often 
they • bring to the surface more total infor
mation than was presented in the oriainal 
article. 

Such information is extremely valuable, 
but is not an end in itself. It is merely a guide 
to usi'ng the item or technique in question. 
The tendency, however, is to apply the infor
mation as an absolute. For example, because 
Ed Leeper has pointed out that friction greatly 
reduces crack expanding forces, many 
climbers will take this as license to ignore this 
effect. Yet, it we look at the total picture. Ed's 
analysis, the doubling effect of a belayed fall 
on a runner, and the peak loads developed in 
the rope, we are still faced with crack expand
ing forces that may reach 2,000 to 3,000 lbs 
and perhaps higher. Though an order of mag
nitude less than the "frictionless" analysis 
predicts, these forces can still move a sizeable 
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block or pry off a reasonably secure flake. 
Similarly, the seemingly large wedge fac

tor associated with Friends is only part of the 
total picture. How many climbers noticed that 
the peak expanding force occurs only in per
fectly parallel cracks, the kind of crack where 
conventional nuts won't work at all. In con
verging cracks, the wedging force is consi
derably lower. More important, in converging 
cracks, any nut will do; you don't need 
Friends. But when you do, nothing else 
works. 

In other words, the limitations of a piece 
of equipment are not necessarily condemna
tions; they are simply limitations, situations to 
be avoided. An ideal example of confusing a 
limitation with a condemnation is Helmut Mi
croys' comment "Friends are designed rather 
marginally," which he made with reference to 
their estimated yield strength of 4000 lbs. If 
this strength level is "marginal," then what 
about a # 1 Chouinard Stopper with a cable 
rating of only 800 lbs? The heaviest Forrest 
cable can handle only 2800 lbs. Indeed, your 
largest nut rigged with 9 mm Per/on sling still 
rates several hundred pounds below 4000, and 
many types of 1 inch tubular webbing rate no 
higher. If we attempt to apply Helmut Mic
roys' numerical absolute, then all the protec
tive devices available today are "marginal". 

On the other hand, this line of thinking 
may not be all bad. The "modern American 
climber" seems all too preoccupied with what 
his equipment can do. I personally find the 
opposite approach much more useful. In eva
luating a piece of equipment, I don't spend 
much time pondering what it can do. The 
manufacturer has already told me that in 
flowery, unforgettable prose and fine photo
graphy. Instead, I attempt to define its weak-

nesses-in essence, what it can't do. I try to CHALK TALK 
locate its weak points, and predict how it will • 
fail under unusual loading. I try to rig it You may used chalk to dry your hands 
improperly to see how badly I could screw up when climbing, but here's an alternative that 
when tired, scared, hypothermic, rushed, or works better for me: rosin. 
all of the above. A couple of weeks ago my friend Gene 

One advantage of this approach is it rele- Ho suggested that Su Christensen and I try 
gates equipment to its proper status. The rosin instead of chalk for keeping our hands 
carabiner is no longer king in spite of its 5000 dry at the Waban Arches. We did, and have 
lb rating. It is now a lowly serf, capable in his found that rosin keeps our hands at least as 
own realm, but with definite limits. Indeed, • dry as chalk; however, rosin has the distinct 
the carabiner is a good item on which to prac- advantage of not marring the rock. 
tice this approach. Take one from your rack Rosin bags can usually be purchased at 
and examine it. You've all looked at carabiners athletic equipment stores (baseball pitchers 
before, haven't you? But have you really • use them). Su and I use Cramer brand rosin, 
seen? What makes the gate close by itself? A which costs 59 cents per two ounce bag. The 
spring ... What kind of spring? What holds , rosin comes packaged in gauze, and the mess 
the gate on? A pin ... a tiny pin!!! Now how • is much less than with chalk in the case of 
much load do you suppose that pin will carry? spillage. 
What sort of climbing situations might load it Now some people may argue that chalk 
beyond its limits? And the gate itself, look makes holds easier to see. Unfortunately, this 
how much they cut away to make the slot at is true. These people will probably continue to 
either end ... Not much left to resist a side : use chalk, but if you would just rather keep 
load, is there? What might load a carabiner in : your hands dry while keeping the rock clean, 
that direction: What about a brake bar? or a : then try rosin. -Larry LaForge 
multiple carabiner brake? Clip three biners : North Grafton, Massachusetts 
together in a chain and twist the end ones . . . : ...................................... . 

With this introduction perhaps you'd like : 
to try it on your own. The figure-eight rappel : RACKING SLINGS 
gismo is a good, heavily touted item. Here's a : 
few clues for starters. It's possible to rig the : 
rope through in twelve different ways. Half : 
are mirror images of the other half, but the six : 
distinct configurations yield differing friction : 
characteristics. Can you figure out how to : 
break your thumb? A number of climbers : 
have .. . If those of you who use such a : 
device submit summaries of your analysis ; 
(and experiences), we could combine them 
into an article for next issue. 

FORCES EXERTED ON THE ROCK FOR ONE SIDE OF CRACK 
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CRACK EXPANDING FORCE 
= Horizontal component on each side 
= Cotangent 32 degrees x downward component each side 
= 1.6 x ½ total downward force both sides 
= .8 x total downward force 

Try this method of racking runners for 
• your next climb. Rack your hardware on one 

gear sling. On the opposite side, rack your 
runners on another gear sling this way. 

While wearing the sling hold the knotted 
• or sewn end of a single runner; thread it under 

the gear sling from the bottom over the top 
and back down through the loop now formed, 
making a girth hitch. Rack the runners ac
cording to diameter or size and type, whether 
single, double or triple. The double or triple 
runner is looped twice or three times respec
tively before tying the girth hitch. One or two 
carabiners can be attached as you like. 

When you need a runner, select the one 
you need by pulling down on the loop formed 
at the top of the girth hitch. The other end will 
follow and untie itself. 

This method allows quick draw access to 
a large number of runners with one hand. The 
advantages are obvious. -Bill Mauney 

Charlotte, North Carolina 
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-COMMENTARY 

-OPINION 

William Howarth: 

The Mountain Doesn't Care 
Philosophizing about climbing is an en

deavor fraught with the perils of cliche. Al
though I am loathe to contribute on the sub
ject, particularly in these pages where so 
much of worth has already been said, my par
ticular point of view might be good for some
thing because it comes from a strictly amateur 
climber, from someone who is unaffiliated 
with clubs, or expeditions, or research pro
jects. When I go climbing I go with friends of 
long-standing. I go simply because I enjoy the 
hell out of it. I am not interested in posterity, 
in competition, or in celebrity. Nor am I a so
ciologist of the sport, although I will present 
below some theories about the general pub
lic's attitude toward climbing. Apart from this, 
however, what is set forth here is primarily 
personal and not meant to be taken as gene
ralization applicable to any group of climbers. 

Where I am essentially coming from is 
that part of psychology having to do with ri
tual, myth, and archetype. Mountaineering
all forms of the sport including wilderness 
experience generally-fulfills, I believe, some 
deep, primordial needs, although I don't want 
to push this too far because obviously each of 
us has our own reasons. These needs I lump 
together under the term adventure. We all 
innately need adventure in contact with the 
natural world, w ith wilderness, the not-man-
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made. 
First, a little sociology: Mention climbing 

and many people automatically think of expe
ditions to the Himalaya or the Andes, or of 
rockclimbers ascending monoliths such as El 
Cap or Rio's Sugarloaf, susp_ended over 
what looks like imminent death-a spectacle 
calculated to take the public's breath away. 
Expeditions often are financed, as we know, 
by contributions, by clubs, by equipment 
companies, and thus may be advertised all out 
of proportion to the actual number of the fra
ternity of climbers involved. They are, in a 
sense, the pros of climbing, because of the
c_ommercial nature of their ventures. 

I am not one of them. In fact, as do many 
unaffiliated climbers, I feel rather antagonistic 
to this commercialization because it has a 
weird way of distorting what climbing is really 
all about. It reinforces the notion that what 
you do is not significant unless you get a 
write-up. We Americans have this disturbingly 
strange idea that we don't count as people 
until the media pays attention to us. This atti
tude, to my mind, is the enemy of simply 
climbing because you enjoy it, or of doing 
anything, tor that matter, simply for the sake 
qt it and not because it will yield notoriety or 
make you a few bucks. Amateur climbers 
rarely make news, except, sadly, when injury 

Susan Marsh 

or death attends their adventures. This news 
media emphasis on the pathology of things, 
whether it be in human behavior or in the 
fraction of air planes that crash in contrast to 
those that make it safely is, of course, why a 
sport like climbing is all twisted up in the pub
lic's mind. People think we're a bunch of 
death-defying crazies who belong in the local 
state hospital. 

That a large segment of the public thinks 
this way is very sad because it contributes to 
the American tendency toward spectatorship 
rather than participation. Mountains are dan
gerous. Stay away from them. Instead, watch 
people have adventure; don't have it yourself. 
Experience life vicariously on television or at 
the movies. Attend cJ_asses so that whatE;iv,er 
you are doing not simply for its own sake, 
wliether it be backpacking, climbing or de
veloring a hobby, but is doled out to you for a 
fee. Consult a guidebook that tells you what 
to expect at every bend in the trail. Be cau
tious, even paranoid. Don't take risks. Re
member Ben Franklin- insure yourself. And 
thus deprive yourself of the excitement,of dis
covery through your own efforts, through 
making mistakes, which is a large part of what 
I mean by adventure. It involves risk. 

Continued on page 39 
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A "HUMHPRUOF" ANCHOR 

An Analysis of a Fatal Accident on El Capitan 

"Hey, there's a two bolt belay station at 
the end of the pitch." Most any climber is 
happy to clip into any bolt or other fixed point 
of protection especially at a belay station. 

All too often, however, we fail to keep in 
mind that any bolt or other mechanical contri
vance can shear, pull, break, crack, bend or 
otherwise fail. We automatically assume they 
will hold and are "bomb proof" and we fail to 
back them up whenever we can. We assume 
too much and these assumptions can lead to a 
disaster such as occurred on Sunday, May 14, 
1978, on El Capitan in Yosemite National Park. 

Brent N. is an amateur photographer and 
was in Yosemite for a weekend visit. He had 
walked up to the base of El Cap in the vicinity 
of the Nose route to photograph some climb
ers on the morning of May 14th. He spent 
some time at the base photographing two 
different groups of climbers. One group climb
ing to Sickle Ledge was still fairly low. A 
second, higher group, was about 900 feet up 
just below Dolt Tower. Brent alternated be
tween the two groups. At about 9:30 a.m. he 
was photographing the lower group and 
heard a noise that sounded like rip stop ma
terial brushing against rock. He looked up at 
the higher group through his camera's 300 
mm lens but he couldn't focus on the group. 
In an instant he realized why-the climbers 
were falling . .. 

The climbers on the way up to Sickle 
Ledge had observed the higher party on and 
off since they started early in the morning. At 
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one point the leader noticed the party was 
obviously retreating off the route. He turned 
his attention back to making a nut placement, 
then looked up and saw two clumps of ob
jects fall past him. The first object was pos
sibly a haul bag, the second cluster at least 
two people with about 50 feet of rope be
tween them. 

As Brent watched, the three climbers and 
their equipment hit the ground about 30 feet 
from where he was standing. They were killed 
instantly upon impact. 

What in the hell happened? How could 
three climbers fall to their deaths simultane
ously? We expected to find an obvious an
swer, a cut rope, a pulled rappel anchor, or a 
simple equipment failure but this was not the 
case. The answer, or at least a good stab at 
the cause of the accident, was much more 
involved than we expected. 

The subsequent investigation was one of 
the most complete and intensive in Yose
mite's history and was directed by Chris An
dress and John Dill; it eventually involved over 
30 people, a pile of photographs, and a ton of 
paperwork. Everyone involved felt it was cri
tically important that we find out what hap
pened. 

The disaster scene was roped off and 
everything photographed in place. Sketches 
and measurements were made. Items of evi
dence were seized, tagged, and handled in 
appropriate manners. These items included 
five critical items: a small partially opened 

pocket knife, a Perlon sling, three stressed 
carabiners, a roll of film from one of the 
victim's cameras which appeared to be un
damaged, and, most importantly, half of a 
broken bolt hanger. 

All three of the climbers, Jeff Graves, 
John Nygaard, and John Garton, were friends 
and lived in Minnesota. All were 5.10 climbers 
and had done walls in Yosemite and Tetons. 
They had been climbing in Yosemite for three 
weeks prior to the accident. All were in good 
physical and mental condition. 

They had fixed ropes to Sickle Ledge on 
May 11th, bivouacked there on May 12th and 
climbed to Dolt Tower on May 13th. On May 
14th for unknown reasons, they decided to 
terminate the climb and were in the process of 
rappelling off when the accident occurred. 

All three climbers were found with the 
standard six carabiner brake systems and 
safety slings attached to their waist harness
es. The brake systems were all complete, 
indicating that no one had rappelled off the 
end of a rope. No one was tied into a climbing 
rope and two rappel ropes were still hanging 
in place on the anchors above, not at the point 
from which all three fell. All climbing iron was 
in the haul bag and all three water bottles 
were empty. 

A partially exposed roll of film taken by 
one of the climbers was subsequently deve
loped and showed the rappel down to the sta-

Continued. 
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Bombproof Anchor-Continued 
tion from which all three fell moments later. 
This film proved invaluable because it showed 
which ropes were used for what purposes, 
how equipment was managed during the 
climb, how high they managed to climb, etc. 

From these bits and pieces of information 
we determined that the accident occurred 
while all three victims and their haul bags 
were suspended from the bolts at the station 
which failed but before they had a chance to 
pull their rappel ropes down. 

A model of the fatal rappel station was 
constructed. If correctly used, the anchors 
certainly are "bomber," but the climbers 
made a bad mistake and must have clipped 
into the anchor incorrectly. 

We attempted to reconstruct the pro
bable way the three climbers were hooked 
into the system. One or two climbers were 
attached directly to the top Dolt bolt hanger 
and were standing in their slings. Slings and/ 
or Perlon loops were used to attach the haul 
bags and the remaining climber(s) to the sys
tem by wrapping a sling around the chain. The 
large lap link which connects the two bolts 
together was left empty probably because the 
rappel ropes were going to be pulled through 
the link and the climbers didn't want to hassle 
with having carabiners or nylon slings also in 
the link. 

If the top bolt hanger had not been weak, 
all would have been fine. But unknown to the 
climbers it was bad; both "legs" of the hanger 
were partially cracked, even though it had 
been placed there as recently as October, 
1977. 

The weakened, upper hanger may have 
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broken from the combined weight of the 
cl imbers and gear although it held long 
enough for t he third climber to add his weight 
to the anchor and completely unclip his brake 
system from the rappel ropes. However, addi
tional evidence suggests the anchor system 
may have been shock loaded and then broke. 
The knife found with the blade and pick par
tially open plus the cut Perlon loop strongly 
indicates that for some reason a sling holding 
one or both haul bags had to be cut due to a 
jam or other problem. But, for whatever the 
reason, the bag(s) may have fallen some dis
tance and shock loaded the system. The haul 
line was found tangled tightly around one of 
the climber's feet. Evidence that this occurred 
before the fall were the burn marks on one of 
the climber's boots. A loop of the haul rope 
could have caught his foot as the bag fell, and 
the effect of the rope on his foot suggests 
much force and heat. 

Once shock loaded, the weakened top 
hanger broke and everyone became detached 
from the anchors. The climbers were not 
clipped into the anchor system correctly and 
everyone was actually hanging on one bolt. It 
failed and a disaster occurred. 

The actual anchor system was photo
graphed 1 ½ days later and the mock ups 
shown match what was found. Since it is off 
the climbing route we were unable to reach it, 
until 6 days later, when a rappel from the top 
of El Cap was made, the anchor removed, and 
a new one put in to replace it. Both bolts of 
the anchor appeared to be good. The top was 
a 3/8 inch diameter Star Dryvin and the 
bottom was a 3/8 inch Star Dryvin, which had 
two different types of Dolt hangers at the time 
of the accident. 

A few days after the incident hit the 
papers we received a phone call which proved 
invaluable. A consulting metallurgical engi
neer who lived in the San Francisco area, read 
about the incident and called up on the off 
chance we could use his services. Could we 
ever! The hanger pieces were given to him for 
analysis. The entire surface of the bolt hanger 
was visually examined, measured, and photo
graphed. The fractured surfaces were 
scanned using an electron microscope. A 
sample was taken and comparison tests were 
made on a computer-simulated model of the 
hanger. 

These tests confirmed that both legs of 
the bolt hanger had previously been cracked 
and weakened before the total failure oc
curred . The cracks were small and next to the 
rock so they probably could not be seen when 
the hanger was in place. Why this hanger, 
which probably had less than twenty rappels 
on it, was cracked in the first place is still 
unknown. 

Next with the aid of the computer, Fritzke 
estimated that the cracked hanger could have 
broken with a downward force of only 500 
lbs.! So a weak mechanical hanger combined 
with a poor tie-in method added up to a 
disaster. 

Any mechanical system can fail-espe
cially a questionable system such as bolts in 
rock where there are many variables. It is 
essential that everything is backed up, 
checked, and double checked. Good tech
nique also should never be compromised, 
even though we all have done so at one time 
or another. - Tim Setnicka 

Yosemite National Park 
California 

Left---a reconstruction of the probable 
method the three victims used to attach 
themselves to the anchor system. Nate 
that when the upper hanger failed, all 
security was lost, as shown in the 
sketches. 
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by Dr. William N. Gordge 

The Botetourt Valley Crossing of the Ap
palachian Trail is a mixed blessing for many 
hikers. 

Utilized only by the long distance tra
veler, it charts a course across the Great 
Valley of Virginia between the Alleghenies on 
the West and the Blue Ridge on the East. 
After he says "Adieu" to the 011e mountain 
system, and before he bends his knee and his 
back in acknowledgement to the next, the 
sturdy hiker must strike out bravely across the 
Botetourt Valley. Bravely, because after he 
leaves the comparative safety of the moun
tains and the forests, he must compete for 
right-of-way on the highway with an endless 
parade of fellow travelers- high-riding muscle 
men in eighteen wheelers, joy-riding youths in 
snarling Super Bees, tobacco-squirting farm
ers on bigwheele'd tractors, low-slung station 
wagons with loads of schoolbound kiddies
from Datsuns to Dumpsters, Hondas to Holi
day Homes the parade goes by. 

So what's the blessing? Simply that the 
Valley crossing provides ready access to seve
ral good motels and restaurants. Whether 
coming from the North or South, backpackers 
will have been traveling for possibly a week 
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with spartan rations and with only a lick and a 
spit for a bath. Thus the prospect for a good 
hot shower and some hearty victuals looms 
large in the minds of many a Trail-weary 
traveler as he follows the white blazes down 
off the mountain into the Great Valley of Vir
ginia. 

With this background, let us proceed to 
follow the progress of one hiker who came 
from Kentucky to Virginia to hike and almost 
to die. His story should stand as a solemn 
warning to us all. 

Consider the two companions. One was 
lean and spare and sixty-one. 

He carried his heavy pack with the easy 
assurance of the seasoned hiker. His com
panion, the object of our interest, was slightly 
younger. A florid, beefy, pleasant man, and a 
"rugged outdoors type", he proved to be not 
so well -prepared for a lengthy backpacking 
trip. By the fifth day, however, he was begin
ning to feel pretty good. His muscles were 
loosening up, and a new found vitality began 
to pour through his system. The sixth day 
found them on the long hook of Tinker Moun
tain, one day away from the Botetourt Valley 
crossing. 

It was at this point that something began 
to happen to the younger man. His new-found 
energy began to ebb. A dull head-ache set up 
business somewhere deep inside his head. His 
legs began to feel stiff and heavy. As the day 
wore on his boots seemed to be gradually 
turning to lead. Strange feelings of anxiety 
began to rise unbidden and inexplicable to 
eddy across his mind. The older man hung 
back with concern, aware that something was 
amiss but unable to identify the nature of the 
problem. Finally, towards evening, they saw 
the valley begin to spread out in welcome 
relief below them. It was agreed that a day of 
rest and recreation would be wise. They 
booked into the nearest motel. A hot soaking 
shower, a fine meal, and a long exhausted 
night's sleep brought gratifying improvement 
by morning. However, the peculiar stiffness 
remained in his legs. By lunch time the men 
decided to push on. The five-odd miles to the 
shelter on Fulhardt Knob seemed a reasonable 
goal for the day. Before they had gone a mile 
it was obvious that our unfortunate friend was 
in trouble. His legs were now quite stiff and 
painful and difficult to bend. The spine was 
also becoming involved. Tingling chills and 
sweats swept to and fro across his body. Fear 
and anger elbowed his mind. "What's hap
pening to me?" His head was throbbing. Then 
it happened. The sudden casual honk of a 
passing car struck his ragged nerves like a 
sonic boom. The sound jack-knifed him back
wards in a rigid arching spasm, throwing him 
to the ground. The spasm left as rapidly as it 
had come. Thoroughly alarmed, the older man 
helped him to his feet. Noting with horror the 
frozen grin on his face. He managed to flag 
down a passing motorist. Together they suc
ceeded in folding him, stiff and smiling, into 
the back of the car. 

Thirty minutes later saw them in the 
emergency room of the Roanoke hospital. 
The young house officer was puzzled by the 
case. Possibly a drug reaction? A case of hys
teria? Not likely. This man had been climbing 
through the mountains for a week. The con
sul•ant came. Not smarter, just older and 
wiser, with a clinical memory reaching over 
twenty years. He looked across the room, saw 
that frozen humorless smile, down-turned 
corners of the mouth, the lips drawn tightly 
across clenched teeth, the raised eyebrows, 
and the stiffened neck muscles and made the 
diagnosis. "Risus sardonicus," he explained 
referring to the classic sign of that ancient and 
dreaded disease-tetanus. This odd expres
sion referring to "the sneering smile" is itself a 
relic of the past. Risor is an archaic word for 
laughter; sardoniou, meaning bitter or scorn
ful, is in turn derived from an even older 
notion of a plant from Sardenia which could 
induce convulsions that resembled laughter. 

An Ancient Disease 

Tetanus has been around for a very long 
time. Its brutal and characteristic behavior has 
enabled it to be readily identified in Egyptian 
and Greek texts from the ancient world . Small 
wonder that many primitive peoples believed 
that the body of the wretched victim had been 

Continued. 
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The Man with the Frozen Smile-Continued 
occupied by a wild demon! 

Today we know that this demon is actual
ly a tiny rod-shaped bacteria (Clostridium te
tani) wreaking havoc by means of a tremen
dously powerful toxin (tetanospasmin) which 
attacks the nervous system. This toxin is the 
second most powerful poison known to man
kind, one twenty-billionth of a gram being 
lethal for a mouse. 

Strangely enough, the tetanus organisms 
are not active invaders of the body. They are 
usually carried into the tissues by means of a 
penetrating wound. They occur in one of two 
forms-an active rod-shaped phase and a mi
nute dormant spore phase. Neither form can 
grow in the presence of oxygen. The spores 
are like tiny biochemical time bombs. They_ 
become activated orily when the oxygen sup
ply drops low. This will often happen deep in a 
puncture wound or when there is infection, 
foreign material or tissue damage present. 
They will then develop into the active bacteria 
which will reside in the wound and generate 
the powerful poison which causes the di
sease. 

A Typical Case 

The man from Kentucky presented a 
fairly typical picture of tetanus. Some addi
tional brief comments may be of interest; 
however no attempt will be made to cover all 
the aspects of this extensive subject. 

In this case no history of a wound could 
be obtained nor was one found on examina
tion. This is so in about 20% of all cases. 

After entry into the tissues, there is an 
incubation period of two to twenty days while 
the bacteria are multiplying and building up 
their deadly brew. The shorter the period the 
more severe the illness. Rarely, with over
whelming cases, the incubation period is just 
several days with a violent convulsive death 
soon following. More typically, as in our case, 
the onset is insidious with gradual stiffening 
of the muscles, sometimes first noticed in the 
area of the wound, sometimes around the jaw 
and neck. Within 48 hours the disease is fully 
defined with painful stiffness of the extrerrii
ties, jaw and neck. This gives rise to the 
familiar expression "lockjaw" which, how
ever, is probably the least of the problem. 
Typical backward-arching spasms then start 
wracking the body into boardlike rigidity. At 
first they are transient but as the disease pro
gresses they become more prolonged and can 
be violent enough to snap a vertebra. These 
episodes may be precipitated by the slightest 
stimulus, such as a sudden small movement 
or sound. This goes on for about a week and 
is the most critical time due to the very real 
threat of asphyxiation due to spasm of the
larynx. Then, like a passing storm, the violent 
episodes gradually lessen, the tortured mus
cles begin to relax, and the dreaded sign, 
"Quiet: TETANUS", can be taken down from 
the hospital door. Amazing enough the sur
vivors will usually make a complete recovery. 

A Deadly Game 

The tiny stick-like organisms of tetanus 
are found living in the superficial layers of the 
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soil and in the intestinal tracts of many ani
mals, including man. They thrive in warm, 
humid surroundings, particularly in the pre
sence of rich organic material, demanding a 
low-oxygen atmosphere to live and propa
gate. They are more prevalent in the densely 
populated, under-developed tropical countries 
of the world, and are uncommon in cold 
northern countries such as Russia. They are 
moderately abundant across America. When 
the bacillus enters its spore-bearing phase, 
these little sticks bulge at the end into tiny 
tennis rackets, then round into tennis balls. 
They are then ready for the deadly game and 
who wants to play. 

The spores of tetanus are extremely du
rable and can survive in the soil for years. 
They resist boiling, drying, and most strong 
antiseptics. While it is true that the greatest 
threat to wound contamination occurs around 
areas where there are farmyard animals, it i~ 
essential to know that tetanus spores are 
found everywhere. They may be present in 
the dust of your house, on your sleeve, in your 
hair, in the surgeon's operating room, in the 
dentists's office, in your garden, and on a 
summer breeze and in your tent. There is 
every prospect that we share the dust of the 
most distant mountain trail with these hardy 
renegades. 

While it is also true that a deep puncture 
wound is a classic tetanus injury-eg. "step
ping on a rusty nail," it is vitally important to 
realize that such wounds are not the only 
source of trouble. Trivial, often-unnoticed, 
scratches and also well-cleaned wounds may 
allow entry of tetanus organisms into the 
body. Further, many other types of lesions 
may allow the defenses to be breached-a 
mother may acquire tetanus after childbirth, a 
newborn baby through the stump of its cord. 
It is known to occur following dental extrac
tions and surgical operations, from the pus
tules of acne, and from insect bites and 
hang-nails. Again, beware of the trivial injury. 
This is an important lesson to learn. 

Prevention 

A second important lesson for us all to 
note is that there is absolutely no natural im
munity to tetanus in the human being. While 
good hygiene helps reduce the chance of 
tetanus, the only sure way to prevent the 
disease is by adequate immunization. How 
fortunate it is that the tetanus toxoid vaccine 
has proved to be fantastically successful in 
the stimulating of antibodies to the dreaded 
toxin! The occurence of only four cases of 
tetanus amongst the 2.8 million wounded 
G.l.'s during World War II bears eloquent 
testimony to this fact, Sadly enough, there 
are still about half a million cases a year 
throughout the world and about half of these 
are fatal. Most of these cases occur in the 
under-developed countries of the world; how
ever, over 200 new cases are seen in the 
United States each year. 

Following complete immunization, 95% 
of people will have a protective antibody level 
ten years later, and 90% are still protected in 
20 years. Thus the current recommendation is 

that a person have a booster every ten years, 
In the case of a par~icularly high-risk type of 
wound, it is wise to obtain a booster if the 
time lapse has been greater than five years. 

Statistics reveal that in the U.S. tetanus 
is most prevalent in the over-fifties females 
more than males. There are several reasons 
for this. Firstly, all personnel serving for 
greater than one year in the armed services 
since 1939 will have received a complete 
series of tetanus shots. Secondly, the younger 
generations have been the beneficiaries of ex
tensive immunization programs during child
hood. (Even so, there are incredible 20 million 
children in this country who have not been 
completely immunized against the prevent
able diseases.) Our Kentucky hiker was 58 
years of age, a non-veteran who had never 
been immunized. Two-thirds of all non
veterans over 40 years of age are not immu
nized against tetanus and the percentaae 
grows larger with increasing age. 

Conclusion 

So what happened to our sturdy hiker? 
After a three-week stay involving magnificent 
nursing care, muscle relaxing drugs, tracheo
tomy, respirator care, and the prayers of a 
frantic wife, he returned home very little the 
worse for wear. A slightly crushed vertebra 
gave him a twinge in the back off and on for 
several months to remind him of his misad
venture in the Great Valley of Virginia. 

Here we have a puzzle. We have an 
active, intelligent man who had not been con
vinced that he should have tetanus immuni
zation. This is a real problem and a growing 
one in the area of preventive medicine. Vac
cines are now available to prevent many of the 
diseases which have been rampant killers and 
cripplers of man since time immemorial. Vac
cines have tamed such monsters as polio, 
diptheria, whooping cough, tetanus, red 
measles, mumps, german measles, and some 
lesser known but equally virulent maladies. 
Yet the latest Bureau of Census immunization 
survey available is not reassuring. Check the 
immunization rate for the 1-4 year olds; only 
65.5% immunized against measles, only 
64.8% against polio (down from a 1965 level 
of 73.9%), only 75.2% against diptheria
whooping cough tetanus, and so on. 

Perhaps this lagging response is because 
we live in an era of skepticism. Widely publi
cized and scary predictions of such epidemics 
as swine flu, polio, and measles have not been 
forthcoming. This may have widened the 
credibility gap and heightened our indiffer
ence. There is a prevailing opinion that these 
diseases just couldn't happen anymore. 

Let the hiker from Kentucky be a warn
ing. Vaccinate your kids and keep up with 
your own tetanus shots. If you do not, you 
might end up with a frozen smile on your face 
and that would not be any laughing matter. 

Dr. William N. Gordge 

* * 
"The Man With" the Frozen Smile" first 

appeared in the APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY 
NEWS for March 1978 and is reprinted here 
with permission of the author and the Appa
lachian Trail Conference. 
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Hut Systems. There are some differences 

between the location of huts in Austria as 
compared with those in Switzerland. The 
Swiss huts as an average are higher, about 
2800 m (9200 ft), each serving as a base of 
operation for a few major mountains. Tra
verses from hut to hut in Switzerland are dif
ficult and often require a descent down to the 
valley floor. 

In Austria the mountains are lower and so 
are the huts, on the average 2100 m., (7000 ft.) 
They make for convenient stepping stones on 
extended, often week-long hut-to-hut hikes. 

Conditioning. Incredible feats are report
ed about people who take conditioning really 
serious. One climber, for instance, belongs to 
a club of long-distance runners who have 
staged a 100 km. (63 mile) run, more than 
twice the length of the marathon (42 km). On 
that particular run, they started at 8:00 p.m., 
ran all night and well into the next day. For 
some it took more than 18 hours of continu
ous. running . 

Packaged Climbs. The trend is more and 
more toward organized, packaged, all-inclu
sive tours and outings. The average European 
family, mostly from Germany, Austria, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium, in that order, rents 
an apartment in some Alpine village, making 
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reservations in the fall for next year's sum
mer. Then those who wish sign up at the local 
Bergsteigerschule (mountain climbing school, 
for a week's climbing. Fees are about U.S. 
$200 to $300 per person. That includes lodg
ing, breakfast and dinner at a hut, transpor
tation to and from the trailhead, and guide 
fees. One guide takes along about six climbers 
and collects from each of them. In return he 
provides about two or three days of instruc
tion on nearby cliffs or snowfields plus two or 
three peaks in the area, all ,of course , by the 
easiest route by our standards. If the weather 
is bad, as it frequently was during my 1977 
sojourn to the Alps, the would-be climbers 
spend their days in the hut, practicing knots. 

Uniformity. The military uniforms of 
times past are gone but uniformity still pre
vails. People are dressed all alike, with beige 
or green knickers, colorful high ,socks, fancy 
hats. Once in a while someone tries to be dif
ferent, for instance, the fellow who, spurning 
all this, hikes around in sandals or bare feet. 
At a point where the trail became a little 
rocky with some exposure to the side, he 
meets a group of well-shod climbers. One of 
them looks disapprovingly at the fellow's san
dals, misses his own stance, slips, and falls off 
the trail. The sandaled fellow meanwhile 
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passes by having a good time. 
Weather. Beware of that strong southerly 

wind, the _Fohn, that pushes up from the hot 
Italian plains and within hours engulfes an 
entire mountain range in a twirling mass of 
fog and clouds, with hail and snow and light
ning and up to a complete white-out. If the 
barometer drops at the same time, the outlook 
is grim. Such weather can last for days and 
even weeks, slowly moving to the east. Until 
that happens and an arctic cold moves in to 
the higher elevations, there is nothing you can 
do except wait it out. 

Vanity. Some people climb because "it is 
there," or because they like the vistas, or the 
companionship, of the summit certificate. But 
in the Alps they do even better. In Badgastein, 
for instance, the local chapter of the Austrian 
Alpine Club has devised an elaborate scheme 
for rewarding the hiker and the climber. No 
mere summits alone! A visit to literally dozens 
of minor trails, lakes, huts, even inns and 
coffeehouses earns you a certain number of 
points. Proof that you really were there, how
ever, is requ ired. At crucial crossroads, on 
mountain tops, and in huts there are metal 
boxes containing a rubber stamp with which 
to affix a seal to your guide book. Where there 

Continued. 
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is none, the signature of the innkeeper will do. 
Sample: Take the Graukogel chairlift to the 
upper terminal, 1982 m, and hike along the 
trail conspicuously marked with blue and 
white paint, after 50 minutes reaching mo
raine-enclosed Palfner Lake, 2067 m, an ele
vation gain of 85 m (280 ft), worth 6 points. 
For 50 points thus earned, and after paying $3, 
you are entitled to wear a bronze hiking pin, in 
your hat or lapel; for 100 points the same in 
silver, for 150 in gold, for 300 the big one in 
gold, for 1000 points . .. and so on, and so on·, 
and so on . . . 

Trends. The trend, clearly, is toward win
ter sports and skiing and away from mountain 
climbing. Take for instance the Stubai valley 
in Austria and its Dresdner hut, the key to, 
climbing the area's highest peak, the Zucker
h'utl. In earlier times there were trails and signs 
marking the route across the huge moraines 
before reaching the snowfields. Now next to 
the hut is a large concrete building, the half
way-station of the Stubai Gletscherbahn gon
dola lift, complete with self-serve cafeteria. 
The area around the hut has been raised to a 
smooth surface to accommodate the skiers; in 
the summer it all looks like a vast moonscape 
of moraines and scree slopes. Even the signs 
have been taken down, and the red paint 
marks on rocks, so familiar throughout the 
Alps, are fading. Who would climb to the 
summit, now that you have lifts? 

Sustenance . Only once did this reporter 
join a party of natives for making a traverse of 
the Schareck, 3122 m, in the Tauren range, 
Austria. How do the local climbers live and 
sustain themselves on a climb? Very well, 
thank you . 

Before we set out by train, the leader 
offered each member of the party a bottle of 
beer to take along. Then, after less than an 
hour on the trail, a hut came into sight. Every
body rushed inside to have a cup of tea and 
buy postcards. The leader disappeared into 
the kitchen to chat with the girls and have an 
Enzian or two, a strongly flavored high-proof 
alcoholic drink made from local flowers' roots. 
Then came the actual climb up a long snow 
slope. On the top it was bitter cold and very 
windy, no time to take out the beer, but fear 
not -only two hours farther was another hut. 
It was so crowded that wd couldn't get inside. 
It was good we had the beer, which we 
consumed standing outside. But all was not 
lost; further down the trail there was still 
another hut. It offered fine home-made bread, 
cheese, milk, and lots of more Enzian, to cele
brate the victory. As the reader will see, you 
really can travel light in the Alps. 

Vibram Soles . Everybody knows, and 
most everybody uses, climbing boots fitted 
with Vibram soles, but do you know that they 
are an invention of Italian Mountain Climber 
Vitale Bramani? Many years ago Bramani was 
to be honored at a banquet in Vienna. The 
then famous big wall climber Leo Seitelberger 
was to be the featured speaker reporting on 
his climb, the second solo ascent of the 
Grosse Zinne Northface. Bramani, sitting at 
the head table, hoped Seitelberger might have 
made his ascent using the then new Vibram 
soles and give his business a little boost. But 
he was to be disappointed: Seitelberger had 
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made the ascent barefoot, and barefoot he 
had hiked from the top back to the hut. 

Crowds . Most huts are very crowded and 
the situation becomes worse at noontime 
when hundreds of hikers and tourists push 
their way into often inadequate eating rooms. 
This was, of course, why we took along a tent 
and sleeping bags. But then, after two most 
miserable rainstorms, we found that a hut, 
after all, has its advantages. So, when
attempting the Hohe Riffler, we went light as 
everyone else does. This time, though, the hut 
was completely filled, and even mattresses 
laid out in the eating area were no longer 
available. So we turned on our rarely present 
charm, told the hut manager, a resolute lady, 
that we came all the way from the U.S. to do 
some real climbing (casually displaying some 
carabiners and our hardhat), and amidst the 
crowd got that rare luxury, a two-bed private 
room. 

Firewood. Even in this day and age there 
are still signs of the simple life. Huts are 
supplied by gondola lift, snow cat, or heli
copter, but on the approach to the Gamskark
ofel hut near Badgastein, Austria, there is a 
supply of firewood and a sign that asks to take 
a bundle up to the hut. Whenever someone 
shows up at the hut with a load (about 1 in 5 
did), the people sitting outside gave him a 
round of applause. 

Self-Reliance. In a way, climbing in the 
Alps is easier. This does not mean that the 
mountains as such are easy to climb. Often 
they are much more difficult, but the logistics 
are easier. There are trails all over, most of 
them well marked and maintained. There are 
plenty of huts and, although often crowded, 
they offer the wary climber a place to stay, at 
a price. You don't have to carry a sleeping bag 
or other overnight gear. There are many who 
don't even take a canteen or food; they know 
the next hut is only a few hours away, and 
there will be a variety of delicious meals and 
lots to drink, both soft and hard. But what if 
the outirrg doesn't go according to plan? How 
do they hold up in the fog and mist and 
driving rain, let alone in a white-out? Not too 
well, sorry to say. With all the well-marked 
trails, the huts, and the freight elevators that 
take your pack up to the hut (at a price of 
course), the skills of orientation of knowing 
what to do, in short, the self-reliance certainly 
suffer. People just do not use compass c1nd 
altimeter to find their way. When it rains they 
stay in the hut. They miss the elemental 
forces, and probably do not achieve the sense 
of accomplishment that goes along with 
climbing under adverse conditions .-

Geritol. Some of the Alpine villages have 
become fashionable resorts; others continue 
in medieval somnolence. Why the difference? 
That often is hard to tell. The closeness of a 
major peak has little to do with it; slopes 
suitable for skiing are much more important. 
The discovery of hot springs, their therapeutic 
value being either real or imagined but never
the less pushed hard by the local Chamber of 
Commerce, often is a very major factor. While 
the streets of some resorts abound with peo
ple adorned with Bundhosen (knickers) and 
Tyrolean hats, others quickly assume a Geri
tol atmosphere. - Jurgen R. Meyer-Arendt 

Forest Grove, Oregon 
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In the Bugaboos, British Columbia 

On the Wi ldespitze, Austria 

An Oregon Panorama 
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ESTCOURT DIES ON K2 
During an attempt on the West Ridge of 

K2-the world's second highest moun
tain-Nick Estcourt, one of Europe's leading 
expedition men of the past few years, was 
swept to his death by an avalanche. Estcourt 
who, at 36, had gained much big mountain 
experience since 1970, was ferrying supplies 
in mid-June with Doug Scott. They were 
climbing a steep snow slope below Camp 2 
(about 22,000 ft.) when the avalanche fell. 
Scott was saved when the rope joining the 
two broke, but Estcourt was swept some 
3,000 feet down the mountain. His body was 
not recovered and the expedition, led by his 
old friend Chris Bonington, was abandoned. 

Nick Estcourt was introduced to climbing 
by his father, making a number of ascents in 
the Alps. He joined an expedition to Arctic 
Greenland whilst studying at Cambridge, but 
made his most notable routes in the Alps in 
the sixties with the second ascent of the 
South Face of the Fou, first ascent N.W. Face 
of Pie Sans Norn and the first British ascent of 
the Gervasutti Pillar, Mont Blanc du Tacul. 

He was with Bonington's Annapurna 
South Face expedition in 1970 and took part 
in two expeditions to the S.W. Face of Eve
rest, including the successful ascent of 1975 
when his major contribution was in solving 
the problem of overcoming the 1,000 ft. high 
Rock Band - the main obstacle on the S.W. 
Face. He had also made the first ascent (again 
with Bonington) of Brammah Peak (Kashmir) 
in 1973 and was a member of the successful 
Ogre expedition of 1977. 

· Nick Estcourt was married, with three 
children. -Kev Reynolds 

Kent, England 
I ■■■■■ •••••••••••• ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ I 
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EXTREME SKIING 
Defined as "nothing but a new form of 

pure alpinism, nothing more, nothing less," 
the increasing craze for ski descents on high 
mountains is reaching a peak in Europe. A 
change in attitudes and developments in tech
nique and equipment have led to ski des
cents of some of the classic mountaineering 
routes. In fact many skiers climb the route first 
to assess the snow conditions. 

Sylvain Sudain took over from Terray 
and Lachenal with ski descents as early as 
1968 of the Whymper Couloir on the Verte 
and the Gervasutti Couloir on Mount Blanc. 
The latter took 1 ½ hours for the 800 m 
Couloir with slopes of 55 degrees near the 
summit. 

Since then the pace has heated up as 
shown by a solo descent of Couturier Couloir 
involving 300 m of 55 degree slopes. During 
the 1977 winter conditions and aspirations 
came right and on the Mount Blanc massif 12 
outstanding descents were completed . 

- Jacky Bassat descended the Jaegar 
Couloir with slopes of 55 degrees with an ab
seil over a 60 degree bulge. 

- Yves Detry descended the North Face 
of the Verte by the Cordier Couloir. 

-North Face of Aiguille de Midi - 1200 
m, two abseils by Yves Detry, Daniel Chauch
efoin and Anselme Baud. 

- North Face of Aiguille de Peuterey and 
Mount Blanc via the Peuterey Ridge by Baud 
and Vallencart. 

- Aiguille du Midi by Boivin, Detry and 
18 year old Giacomini via the Fredo Spur en
countering 65 degree slopes with 120 meters 
of abseiling . 

- The most dramatic was the 700 m 
Austrian route on the North Face of Les 
Courtes, a complex route with gullies, mixed 
ground, high angle slopes completed alone by 
Daniel Chauchefoin . 

If these developments are related to New 
Zealand, several descents come to mind
East Face Lendenfield, East Face Cook, or 
even South Face of Douglas. But really-to 
be buzzed by Mount Cook planes is bad 
enough-to be bombed by mad skiers would 
be enough to pack up and go home! 

-via New Zealand A.G. BULLETIN 

RAINIER REGISTRATION 
Mount Rainier National Park Public Infor

mation Officer Larry Henderson announced 
that all climbers planning to register and 
check out for Mount Rainier climbs from 
Paradise should plan to do so between the 
hours of 7 AM. and midnight, effective until 
Labor Day. 

A new fall and winter schedule of hours 
for registering climbs will be announced Sep
tember 1. For current road and weather con
ditions or other information call (206) 569-2343 
or Park Headquarters at (206) 569-2211. 

-Mount Rainier National Park 

WASHINGTON RIVER THREATENED 
The Public Utility District of Klickitat 

County, Washington has revived an old plan 
for the construction of six dams, five power
houses, and miles of canals and power lines 
on the White Salmon River for the production 
of 200 megawatts of electricity peak (90 
megawatts average). The PUD has applied to 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
for a preliminary study permit. The cost of the 
study alone could be from two to five million 
dollars. 

The PUD has displayed a determination 
to go through with this project regardless of 
the opposition of citizens and groups in and 
around the area. We feel there is legitimate 
cause for alarm at this point, in that if this 
permit is given, it w ill be a major step toward 
the completion of the project. 

We are requesting concerned readers to 
file either a protest letter or a petition to inter
vene, stating how the loss of this very unique 
and beautiful free-flowing river system would 
affect your organization or you personally. 

Please refer to: White Salmon River Pro
ject # P-2811 , and send your comments to: 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 825 
N. Capitol Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 
20426, Attention: Ronald A . Corso. 

We feel that with the help of several sup
portive organizations and friends, the White 
Salmon River and its valley can be saved for 
all of us to enjoy. -Edna Woods 

Trout Lake, Washington 

CLIMBER SHOT IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
"We were eating dinner under the rail

road bridge when two jeeps came toward us 
traveling in a westerly direction up Alton Can
yon," so begins a report sent to us by Edd 
Sidinger of Long Beach and George Schrader 
of Lakewood, California, leaders of a Sierra 
Club outing to Cave Mountain in the desert 
peaks area. A seemingly innocuous scene but 
one which quickly turned to terror, the report 
continues, "When they entered the wash, 
both vehicles stopped. A person in the first 
jeep, which was pulling a dune buggy, we all 
feel, fired two shots at us . .. Chuck was 
knocked to the ground by the second shot 
and stated he had been shot in the head." 

Chuck luckily survived the incident, 
thanks to the emergency care provided by 
others in the party, and to the assistance of 

the Union Pacific Railroad which diverted two 
trains and held up three others to assist in the 
evacuation. The final outcome, though, is still 
uncertain, since the bullet lodged in a position 
which doctors felt too dangerous to remove. 

Shooting incidents are apparently quite 
common in Afton Canyon. The railroad en
gineer assisting the evacuation stated " they 
are shot at continuously in Afton Canyon," 
and the Highway Patrol has been sniped at in 
that area as well. 

The incident is reminiscent of the shoot
ing in Oregon's Smith Rocks in 1971. Two 
girls were shotgunned by drunken jeepers, 
and the culprits were never apprehended. The 
California incident seems destined to the 
same outcome. 
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NEWS & NOT I I 

INFLATION AND OFF BELAY 
It's no secret that the economy is trapped 

in an upward, inflationary spiral. And contrary 
to government promises, the end is not in 
sight. 

Unfortunately, OFF BELAY is not exempt 
from this runaway fiscal madness. During the 
past year. The cost of paper has risen thirty 
percent draining several thousand dollars 
from our meager budget. The cost of services 
such as presswork and bindery as well as 
associated costs such as mailing envelopes 
and postage have also risen drastically. 

All this has necessitated increasing the 
price of OFF BELAY. Beginning with this 
issue, the cover price is $1 .50, with subscrip
tion prices adjusted accordingly to $9.00 for 1 
year, $17.00 for 2 years, $25.00 for 3 years, 
and $38.00 for 5 years. (plus 5.4% sales tax for 
Washington State subscribers), as noted on 
the revised subscription blank on page 48. 

To our subscribers we offer the chance to 
sneak in before the rate increase. For the 
balance of 1978, the first renewal notice only, 
will be sent out at the old rates. You may take 
advantage of the lower rates by resubscribing 
immediately and inclosing payment. However 
we can make this offer only if you reduce our 

clerical load. If you request billing, or require 
additional notices, the new prices will become 
effective. 

Other subscribers may also take advan
tage of this offer by renewing early and in
closing payment at the old rates, provided 
they do.so within the next few months. Your 
expiration date is the handwritten code on the 
mailing label ("6-79" means your last issue is 
June 1979.) 

I think it is important for you to know that 
your subscription fees cover only a part of the 
cost of producing OFF BELAY. Without our 
loyal advertisers, the price per issue would 
roughly double, understandable when you 
consider that a typical issue's 40 plus photo
graphs, 25,000 words is equivalent to a 100 
page book. T~eir continuing support, how
ever, is dependent on you . Drop them a line 
and request their catalogs, and be sure to tell 
them you appreciate their support of OFF 
BELAY. We urge you to consider their pro
ducts the next time you need an item of 
equipment. Their lines are among the best. 

- Ray and Mary Smutek 
Editor and Publishers 

CLIMBER REGISTRATION IN CANADIAN PARKS 
This past May 1, 1978, the Department of 

Indian and Northern Affairs began a no
charge permit system for overnight campers 
and horse riders into the backcountry. This 
move is being instituted to protect over-used 
areas of the backcountry and to re-direct pe
ople to lightly-used trails and sites. Day hikers 
will not be affected. All overnight backcountry 
users will need a permit for their particular 
activity, whether its's hiking, horse-riding, 
climbing or fishing. Permits will be necessary 
at all times for trips lasting overnight or longer 
and will be free of charge on a first come first 
serve basis. Another change involves the re
gistration for the trip. Previous! v Parks 
Canada has insisted that visitors involved in a 
hazardous activity indicate on a form their 
destination and the duration and form of 
their activity. The mandatory aspects of in and 
out registration have now been dropped and 
the onus placed on the backcountry user. 
Starting May 1, 1978, backcountry users may 
voluntarily tell Parks staff their trip details and 
return times so that help can be sent if indi
cated. But if they sign out, they will be com
pelled to sign back in , or risk being charged 
with failing to notify Park wardens they are 
safely out of the backcountry. 

This voluntary system of registering po
tentially hazardous trips is in effect in Banff, 
Jasper, Kootenay and Yoho Parks. Some 
climbers and hikers in the past have objected 
to telling the Park staff where they are going 
because they think it restricts their freedom, 
when registering they are merely adding a 
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safety measure to their trip. Unfortunately, if 
the free spirits get lost or hurt, nobody will 
have a record of where they were headed, 
which will make the job of rescue somewhat 
difficult. It is foolish not to register, but the 
decision is now being left to the visitors. 

- via CHINOOK 
Calgary Section 

Alpine Club of Canada 

ZION BIGHORN SHEEP 
Superintendent Robert C. Heyder an

nounced that the Desert Bighorn sheep which 
have been maintained in an enclosure near 
Zion National Park headquarters were re
leased on June 27. The sheep were released 
by lowering the fence and allowing to develop 
their own home range. There were 19 big
horns in the enclosure. 

The present herd was established from 12 
animals which were obtained from Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area in July 1973. The 
sheep came to Zion National Park as part of 
an agreement between the Nevada Depart
ment of Fish and Game, the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources and the National Park Ser
vice. 

The animals w ill be closely monitored by 
Park Biologist Henry Mccutchen. When the 
herd builds up to 50 animals, a portion of the 
population will be recaptured for release at a 
site to be determined by the Utah Division of 
W ildlife Resources. 

EVEREST WITHOUT OXYGEN 
Reinhold Messner, 34, and Peter Habeler, 

35, became the first men ever to have climbed 
Mount Everest without oxygen. After Mess
ner had scaled Nanga Parbat, Manaslu, and 
Hidden Peak, all of them 8000-meter peaks in 
the Himalaya range, he and his companion 
Habeler at first went along with the 1978 
Austrian Mount Everest expedition. When the 
surnmit team, without the two, reached the 
top May 3, Messner and Habeler decided to 
go it alone, despite some fear that.because of 
lack of oxygen some, possibly permanent, 
brain damage might result. Two of their at
tempts bogged down because of bad 
weather. On their third try, on May 8, they 
made it to the top, without any oxygen equip
ment at all. Understandably, they were com
pletely exhausted. While for Habeler this was 
his "last 8000-meter peak," Messner said he 
felt just fine and announced that in July he 
would try a solo ascent of Nanga Parbat. 

-Jurgen Meyer-Arendt 

BRITISH WOMENS EXPEDITION 
A team of four British Women will be 

attempting a 20,000 foot peak in the Karako
ram. 

Their objective is Bakhor Das, an un
climbed peak much admired by expeditions 
entering this Northern Pakistan range. The 
mountaineering challenges will undoubtedly 
involve difficult climbing on rock, snow, and 
ice. 

The expedition will fly to Islamabad and 
then to the mountain village of Skardu. The 
team and equipment will travel by jeep for a 
half day before starting the six day walk in to 
the proposed base camp above the Braldu 
River. 

The expedition members are Jacky An
thoine, Brede Arkless, Ann Redman, and Ma
rion Winteringham. They will undertake the 
ascent alone once past base camp. 

MAZAMA EXPEDITION GRANTS r!ANTS 

The Mazamas, a Portland, Oregon based 
mountain climbing club has helped fund nine 
expeditions for 1978. The Expedition Commit
tee of the Mazamas has been involved in this 
task for several years. With a budget of 
$2,100.00 for this year the Committee had 
over forty requests to review. Of these, eight 
were chosen, two expeditions to Mount Hun
tington, one to Annapurna 111, Mount Hunter, 
Mount Salisbury, Beards Comb, Mount Lo
gan, Karakorum/Latok I, and Garwal Hima
laya. Sponsorship was also given to Bob 
Wilson and his 1979 American Annapurna I 
Expeditions. Deadline for next year's requests 
is February 1, 1979. Those wishing to receive 
help from the Mazamas should mail all infor
mation regarding their expedition to Ed 
Johann, Chairman Expedition, c/ o Mazamas, 
909 N. W. 19th, Portland, OR 97209. 
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Our wilderness 
was fashioned 

with care. 

So are VIBRAM®soles 
Nature carefully designed each wilderness 

area with unique characteristics. Genuine 
VIBRAM® soles are designed in the same man
ner. There are styles uniquely patterned to meet 
the needs of your outdoor activities and the 
terrain you travel. 

VIBRAM sole that fits your requirements best. 
The name in the octagonal label is your guar
antee of getting the world-famous quality that's 
fashioned into every style. 

Write for a free brochure on VIBRAM soles 
and/or send 25Q: with a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for a miniature VIBRAM sole key chain. When you select footwear, look for the type of 

Performance proven ..... every step of the way. 

ffiuABAUG 
~RUBBER COMPANY 

P.O. Box 155L, North Brookfield, Mass. 01535 

Exclusive U.S. licensee for VIBRAM soles and heels. 

VIBRAM and the octagonal label are registered trademarks of Vibram, S.p.A. 
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A SEQUEL TO DOUG SCOTT'S AMAZING ORDEAL ON THE OGRE 
Doug Scott's amazing broken-legged 

descent from the summit of a 24,000 foot 
Karakoram peak in July of 1977 was reported 
in OFF eELAY 37, "An Amazing Ordeal on 
the Ogre." Rightly so, Scott's epic became an 
in_ternational topic in mountaineering circles. 

Early this year, a sequel to that perfor
mance set the mountaineering gossip pundits 
in motion once again. Scott was to be ho
nored with a IJ.ighly publicized "Heroism in 
Sports" award, but declined at the last minute 
when he found that no money accompanied 
the award. This has been likened to the old 
"we've established your profession; we're just 
haggling about the price" routine. 

However, as with most gossip, there is 
more than immediately meets the eye under
lying Scott's decision. We are indebted to 
Walt Unsworth, editor of CLIMBER AND 
RAMBLER, the official journal of the British 
Mountaineering Council, for allowing us to 
reprint the following information. 

* * 
Before Christmas, 1977. Ken Wilson was 

approached by someone concerned with the 
award, to ask whether Doug would accept it 
in the event of his being nominated. Ken 
asked Doug, who said that he did not feel that 
this type of award was appropriate to moun
taineering and that he, would not want to be 
considered. 

New Year, 1978. I was approached by 
Don Morley, a sports' photographer who was 
one of the judges for the award. He wanted 
pictures of Doug on the Ogre, since he was 
one of the candidates for the award. I told him 
that I thought it most unlikely that Doug 
would accept the award and that I should 
have to ask Doug before releasing the pic
tures. In the course of the telephone conver
sation Morely said that the award was worth 
25,000 lbs. sterling. I took this to mean 25,000 
lbs. sterling in cash and when I 'phoned Doug 
immediately after this I suggested to him that 
we should accept nomination for the award as 
a team so that we could donate the 25,000 lbs. 
sterling to the Mount Everest Foundation, 
thus benefiting mountaineering as a whole. 
Doug was still most unhappy and I used all my 
powers of persuasion on him to accept the 
award, should he win it. We also discussed 
the individual nature of the award, about 
which Doug was also unhappy, since our epic 
on the Ogre had been very much a matter of 
teamwork, with Clive Rowland and Mo An
thoine being exposed to a high level of risk in 
helping us get down. 

That same day I wrote the following letter 
to Don Morley putting across our view that 
the award should be to the team as a whole 
and making it quite clear that we intended to 
give the award to the Mount Everest Founda
tion. 

Dear Don, - I am glad we were able to 
discuss the possibilities of, in the first in
stance, Doug Scott and then, as a result of 
our discussion, our team, getting the award 
for valour in sport. These are the views of both 
Doug Scott and myself and I am quite sure of 
the other two members of the team. 

In getting down from the top of the Ogre 
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with two broken legs, Doug undoubtedly 
showed exceptional determination and endu
rance. We could only give him the minimum 
of help yet without that aid it is unlikely that 
he could have got back down by himself. Mo 
Anthoine and Clive Rowland, who had wit
nessed the ascent from our top snow hole, did 
a great deal to make the descent possible in 
fixing ropes, cutting steps and generally help
ing with the loads. They could, .of course, 
have dropped back down in two days instead 
of spending six days in a severe storm in 
helping us. This, I suppose could be described 
as courage though we climbers tend to take it 
as a matter of course since climbing is very 
much a team activity where each individual 
must work as part of a group and accept a 
group risk, even where this might prejudice 
his own individual chances of survival. 

It would be inappropriate, therefore, to 
give any one individual member of this team 
an award for valour but I feel that it would be 
appropriate to give the entire team this award. 
We, as a group, however, would feel that it 
was wrong to make an individual material gain 
from such an award and if we were to receive 
it would give the entire proceeds to the Mount 
Everest Foundation which is a charitable trust 
which gives grants to mountaineering expedi
tions. This would be particularly apposite in 
1978 since this is the 25th anniversary of the 
first ascent of Everest and the Mount Everest 
Foundation is making a special drive to build 
funds for the use of British mountaineers. I 
have enclosed a copy of my article from 
"Climber and Rambler" magazine and trust 
you will be able to photocopy this so that all 
the members of your panel can see it. I have 
also enclosed a group photograph of the team 
sitting below the Ogre. 

If there is any further information I can 
give I shall be delighted to do so. With best 
wishes. Yours sincerely, Chris Bonington 

Don Morley never did anything to cor
rect my mistaken impression that the award 
was one that could be transferred in cash to 
the M.E.F. I even made the point to Morley 
that the money involved should be made out 
direct to the M.E.F. so that Doug did not 
become liable for income tax. Morley still did 
not correct me that this was not a cash award. 
He also told me that he thought the judges 
would be impressed by our desire to give the 
award to the M.E.F. 

10th February, 1978. It was only when 
Doug Scott reached the Pebble Mill Studio for 
an interview of the candidates for the award 
that he discovered that the award worth 
25,000 lbs. sterling was a wreath that would 
have his name engraved on it, should he win 
it; this was returnable to the Victoria Sporting 
Club, whilst the award he would keep was a 
medallion which could not effectively have 
been turned into money to help the M .E.F. He 
naturally felt shocked and even betrayed by 
this discovery, particularly since he had al
ready made it quite clear that he did not wish 
to accept a personalised medal or honour. He 
could see no other way but to withdraw his 
nomination for the award. Before with
drawing, however, Doug Scott asked the 

three organisers present at Pebble Mill if there 
were other candidates for the award who 
could easily be substituted and when assured 
that this was the case, felt it quite in order to 
quietly withdraw at that stage as no public 
announcement of the winner had yet been 
made. In doing this, though, he never, ever 
meant any kind of criticism to the award and 
imagined that since the winner had not been 
announced, that his own withdrawal could at 
least in part have been covered. 

- Chris Bonington 

* * * 
A fairly hostile press greeted Doug 

Scott's last minute decision to turri down the 
Victoria Sporting Club's Valour in Sport 
Award. Mr. Cyril Levan, founder of the award 
told the Guardian: "Frankly, I am disgusted. I 
hope we haven't yet reached the day when 
we have to value courage for cash." 

The whole affair arose out of a misunder
standing which persisted until the crunch 
came at .the Pebble Mill TV studios on Febru
ary 10th. 

It is obvious from Bonington's statement, 
and his letter to Morley, that the misunder
standing could have been cleared up earlier. I 
find it incredible, for instance, that the Victoria 
Sporting Club never made any direct ap
proach to Scott to explain what the Award 
was about and what it entailed; everything 
was done through intermediaries. Scott's re
luctance to accept any kind of award is well
known and understandable from his point of 
view-though not alas by the general public, 
who see his last minute refusal as yet another 
example of "bloody minded climbers" . 

"I visit a lot of schools," said Scott, "and 
I am appalled when I see some of them offer
ing climbing as a Mode 3 CSE subject. Climb
ing is not about certificates or awards and if I 
accepted the Award for Valour it might en
courage youngsters to take up the sport for 
the wrong reasons. It would not help climbing 
for me to accept it." _ 

But the question really is, under the un
fortunate circumstances that built up, 
whether it did harm to climbing to refuse it. 

- Walt Unsworth 

KOOTENAI LAKES CLOSURE 
The Kootenai Lakes, located two and one 

half miles south of the Goat Haunt Ranger 
Station in Glacier National Park, are closed to 
fishing. 

Glacier's Superintendent Phillip R. Iver
sen said, "Historically, the area has had a lot 
of bear activity around the Lakes and camp
ground. Park Rangers feel the bears may be 
attracted by fish entrails left in the area and 
fish remains deposited in campfires." 

"The fishing closure will allow us to 
determine if there is a decrease in bear activity 
when the unnatural food source is withdrawn 
from the area." 

The closure will be closely monitored by 
Glacier Park personnel to determine future 
management policies in the Kootenai Lake 
area. -Department of Interior 
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AVALANr-1u· NOTES 
March, 1978-ln March the stormtrack 

favored the southwestern U.S., from southern 
California to northern New Mexico and south
ern Colorado. Stations in this region all re
corded above normal snowfall: Mammoth 
Mountain, 180%; Aspen, 154%; Vail, 160%, 
and Taos, 130%.. Farther north, snowfall was 
slightly below normal: Alpine Meadows, 83%; 
Alta, 98%; and Berthoud Pass, 98%; And 
farther north still, snowfall was much below 
normal: Jackson Hole, 35%; Bridger Bowl, 
48%; Sun Valley, 57%; Crystal Mountain, 
19%; and Mount Rainier-Paradise, Stevens 
Pass, Mount Baker, all 34%. It has indeed 
been a mostly dry winter in the Cascades of 
Oregon and Washington, and the winter's 
avalanche totals from this region are down 
markedly. For December through March, the 
heaviest and lightest snowfalls at Westwide 
Avalanche Network sites both come from 
Alaska. Alyeska received 501 inches during 
this period and Eaglecrest, a mere 75.5 inches. 

From February Lo-March 7, a major 
snowstorm raged in the southern and r:•=mtral 
Colorado mountains. Elkton received 116 
inches of snow during this 10-day storm, cer
tainly a record for Colorado in recent years. 
Avalanche warnings were raised during this 
storm, and two accidents did occur: an un
occupied cabin was damaged by a massive 
avalanche at Gothic, and a car was struck on 
Wolf Creek Pass but with no injury. 

Around the West, there were no major 
avalanche accidents for the month of March. 

April, 1978-Snowfall in April was gene
rally adequate around the West, the exception 
again being the Pacific Northwest which has 
yet in 1978 to see normal snowfall. For April 
some snowfall percentages of normal are as 
follows: Berthoud Pass, 89%, Alta, 140%, 
Alpine Meadows, 220%; Mammoth Mt., 
230%; and Stevens Pass, 58%. Looking at the 
season's snowfall totals, we can asses'? the 
winter at a few selected sites. For November
April, Berthoud Pass recorded an even 400 
inches of snow (133% of normal), the 3rd 
snowiest winter since records began in 1926; 
Alta, 524.5 inches ( 110%) Alpine Meadows, 
382.5 inches (124%); and Stevens Pass, 394 
inches (79%). For December-April, Mammoth 
Mt. recorded 460.5 inches (159%), second 
only to the winter of 68-69. For December
March, Aspen recorded 240.5 inches (158%), 
Vail, 431 inches (180%); Taos, 178.5 inches 
(108%); Jackson Hole, 370 inches (115%); 
and Crystal Mt., 144 and 167 at the lower and 
upper study plots, respectively (46% ). For 
Aspen and Vail, this was the snowiest winter 
in at least 11 years, and for Crystal Mt., it was 
the second driest on record. 

The April avalanche totals show 660 
slides at Alpine Meadows. This is the second 
month of the winter with more than 600 slides 
at this area, the most active site on the West
wide Avalanche Network. 

Two serious avalanche accidents oc
curred in April, the first leading to the 13th 
fatality of the season. On the 16th on Mt. 
Sopris, Colorado, a snowmobiler, riding alone 
at the time, apparently collapsed a cornice, 
and both man and machine dropped 300 feet 
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The south side of Mount Rainier showing the locations of this sprlng's 
widely scattered avalanche Incidents. 

down a steep avalanche chute. This triggered 
a small avalanche which buried the victim and 
most of his snowmobile. Two days later 
searchers located the body beneath 1 foot of 
ice-hard snow. This is the fifth recorded 
snowmobile-avalanche fatality. A curious 
footnote to this accident is that 4 days earlier 
another snowmobiler on the same mountain 
soared off a cornice under full power and 
plunged 1800 feet to his death. No avalanche 
occurred in this accident. 

The second mishap occurred on the 23rd 
at Panorama Point in Mt. Rainier National 
Park, the scene of several avalanche incidents 
in the past. Nine persons-variously on foot, 
skis, and snowshoes-were at different 
stages of switchbacking up the slope _when it 
fractured above all of them. Seven were 
caught, four of whom were partly buried and 
two completely buried. All victims were 
located within 15 minutes, and luckily no 
injuries occur!ed. 

May, 1978-May snowfall varied widely 
over the west with Mammoth Mountain vir
tually being shut out and Berthoud Pass 
receiving 55.5 inches, more than 200% of nor
mal. Berthoud Pass needs 18 inches of snow 
in June to break its all-time seasonal total of 
507 inches. On May 5-6, a remarkable snow
storm struck Colorado's eastern · slope re
sulting in numerous reports of up to 4 feet of 
snow falling in the foothills of the Rockies. Ft. 
Collins received 27 inches, its largest snow
storm since 1887. For the first time, avalanche 
warnings were issued for the steep-walled 
canyons of the foothills. 

Two quick items of note: First, the Taos 
and Big Sky avalanche data were mistakenly 
omitted from the April Avalanche Notes. Taos 

reported 1 slide and Big Sky, 20. And second, 
pull-wire igniters are once again available for 
avalanche hand charges. In the January 
Notes, it was reported that these had been 
removed from the market. The problem in 
purchasing safety fuse still remains, however. 
The major manufacturer of fuse (Ensign Bick
ford) is still withholding its product from the 
market, but a second manufacturer (Coast 
Fuse) is making its fuse available. 

An avalanche accident occurring last 
February 9 in California has only recently been 
reported. The accident happened at a con
struction site in Lost Canyon, just west of 
Kings Canyon National Park, and claimed the 
life of a hauler truck operator who was re
moving snow from the area. The avalanche 
ran just before midnight, but the victim and 
his truck were not discovered missing until the 
following morning. Beneath 12 feet of snow, 
he was found dead inside the snow packed 
cab. This was the same storm that claimed 
four more avalanche victims the following day 
at Twin Lakes, CA and Red Mountain Pass, 
CO. With this accident included, the season's 
avalanche toll on the first of May stood at 14. 

The toll went up in May. Several acci
dents occurred during the month, all involved 
climbers, and two resulted in fatalities. On the 
7th an avalanche swept a party of four climb
ers off Cathedral Ridge on the north face of 
Mt. Hood, OR. All four sustained injuries. 
They lost much of their equipment and bivou
acked in a snow cave overnight before being 
rescued by helicopter. On the 8th between 
Mts. Elbert and Massive in Colorado, another 
nonfatal mishap took place when a group of 
Outward Bounders trekked across a startinQ 

Continued. 
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Avalanche Notes-Continued 
zone and triggered a shallow soft slab. In all, 
nine were partly buried, one in a helpless up
side down position, but all were extricated 
uninjured. On the 30th on Mt. Foraker (in Mt. 
McKinley National Park, AK), two Japanese 
climbers were killed when struck by an ava
lanche. They were the 15 and 16th fatalities of 
the season. It was on the same mountain in 
August 1976 that three Japar,ese climbers 
were swept into a crevasse by an avalanche 
and killed. 

Climbers on Mt. Rainier also experienced 
severe avalanche problems at the end of May. 
On the 30th two climbing parties, part of a 
mountaineering seminar, were struck by an 
avalanche on the Cowlitz Glacier. Eight per
sons were caught, one injured. On the follow
ing morning, the 31st, an avalanche slipped 
down the Fuehrer's Finger, a popular climbing 
route, catching three climbers. Two suffered 
slight injuries, but the third was buried and 
killed. This was the season's 17th avalanche 
fatality. -Knox Williams 

U.S. Forest Service 
Westwide Avalanche Network 

NEW BRIDGE AT SENECA 
The U.S. Forest Service has installed a 

new suspension bridge across the North Fork 
of the South Branch of the Potomac River at 
Seneca Rocks, West Virginia. While climbers 
access to the rocks has been simplified by the 
bridge, the new structure has also brought the 
inherent problems that go with simple access. 
On a recent weekend in May, c_limbers and 
other unobtrusive visitors were subjected to a 
group of 35 teenagers and their sponsors. The 
boisterous group made other visitors uncom
fortable not only by their tendency to shout 
but became downright dangerous when se
veral members of the group spent over one 
hour rolling boulders down the large talus field 
below the East Face. Several climbers asked 
the group to desist and explained the dangers 
to anyone that may pass below the talus field 
but the group just resumed their boulder 
rolling once the climbers left. 

One unforseen side effect of the new 
bridge is that local climbers seem to be 
climbing at some of the more obscure crags 
found in the Smoke Hole Gorge area. Several 
new routes have opened at Church Rocks and 
Nelson Gap, both south of Seneca. Of more 
significance for Seneca Rocks itself is the 
growing tendency among climbers using the 
area to show respect for the rocks by picking 
up litter and displaying safe techniques for 
travel across the talus fields to the many 
novice hikers visiting the area. 

Tourist use of the rocks can be expected 
to increase even further when the Forest Ser
vice opens the new visitor's center sometime 
in June. Hopefully, Rangers on duty will stress 
to the casual visitor the potential danger of 
misuse of Seneca Rocks. To date, no state
ment has been issued by the Forest Service as 
to whether or not they will be patrolling the 
rocks. - Barry Allen Nelson 
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Annapurna Ill. 

AMERICANS TO ATTEMPT ANNAPURNA Ill 
This August the American Annapurna Ill 

Expedition will leave for Nepal. The seven
man team's objective is the unclimbed south
west buttress of 24,787 foot Annapurna Ill. 
The expedition has received permission for 
the climb from the Nepalese Foreign Ministry, 
as well as the official endorsement of the 
Arizona Mountaineering Club and the spon
sorship of the American Alpine Club. 

One of the groups major purposes is to 
demonstrate the feasibility of using a small 
expedition to ascend a major peak, as 
opposed to the traditional large scale style of 
Himalayan mountaineering. Although 60 
porters will be employed to assist in moving 
3,500 pounds of equipment to base camp, the 
actual climb will involve only the six climbers 
and a photographer. No high altitude porters 
will help the climbers make the numerous 
ferries of loads to each successively higher 
camp. 

The beautiful countryside of Nepal with 
its picturesque people and villages, along with 
the bitter snow and wind of the mighty Hima
layas will be captured on film for a unique 
documentary of the climb. The mountain has 
had only three ascents, an Indian team on 
May 6, 1961; a Japanese Women's group on 
May 19, 1970; and a recent Italian team in 
October of 1977 (the details of this group are 
still unclear.) 

The expedition is led by Steve Van Meter 
of Orange, California, age 23. Steve and his 
climbing partner, Greg Sapp, age 22; decided 
to climb Annapurna Ill while climbing on 
Mount Foraker in Alaska in 1975. Team mem
ber Werner Landry 30, of San Diego, climbed 
the diff\cult southridge of Mount Foraker with 
a French team in 1975. Werner is managing 
the difficult task of coordinating food for the 
expedition. Dr. Dennis Coffee 29, of Winslow, 
Arizona will be the team physician. Edward 
Connor of Southern California, at age 36 is the 
"old man" of the group. Ed has made several 
Alaskan climbs and is in charge of fund rais-

ing. Team photographer Tom McCullough 28, 
a veteran of Mount Logan, McKinley, and 
Nevado Pisco will be shooting footage for the 
film documenting the climb. Rick Mosher, a 
wizard on ice, age 28 will handle packaging 
and shipping of food and equipment. 

Sapp, who did a reconnaisance of the 
mountain in December of 1977, reports that 
much high-angle rock and ice work will be 
required at altitudes over 21,000 feet. The 
team will be using a large amount of fixed line. 
Logistics for the approach and the porters 
were arranged while Sapp was in Nepal. The 
approach march will begin just after the mon
soon season, and several bridges may be 
required across the Moldi Khola River in order 
to reach base camp. The expedition will use 
neither sherpas nor oxygen once on the 
mountain. The total cost of the expedition will 
be in excess of $30,000. 

Substantial support has already been fur
nished by equipment manufacturers, but the 
active involvement of individuals is still neces
sary to defray the projected cost of the expe
dition. All contributions to the American Al
pine Club are tax deductible for Federal in
come tax purposes. Anyone donating $10 or 
more will receive a commemorative postcard 
from base camp signed by all of the members 
of the expedition. Contributions should be 
sent to the American Alpine Club, 113 E. 90th 
St., New York, NY 10028. 

The team is also offering a trek to the 
base camp of Annapurna Ill in conjunction 
with the climb. This trek will take you to the 
spectacular Annapurna Sanctuary. Along the 
trek to base camp -magnificent views of the 
Annapurna range, Macchapuchhare, and the 
Dhaulagiris will be seen by trek participants. 
For further information or reservations, con
tact expedition leader Steve Van Meter, 428 
Blue Ridge, Orange, CA 92665; or call Steve at 
(714) 974-1233. -Greg Sapp 

New York, New York 
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MOUNT McKINLEY CIRCLED ON NORDIC SKIS 
Mount McKinley is the crown of the 

North American continent. Until now no one 
has ever traveled around the mountain within 
the confines of its glacial system. And for 
good reason. McKinley's glaciers are studded 
with imposing crevasses, the mountain walls 
are continually shrouded by avalanches, the 
weather is notoriously harsh and unpredic
table, and the four passes connecting the 
major glacial systems involve technically de
manding climbs. 

Despite these obstacles, the circle was 
closed by a team led by Ned Gillette of Stowe, 
Vermont, which included Galen Rowell of 
Berkeley, California, Allan Bard of Yosemite 
California and Doug Weins of Stowe, Ver
mont. The team spent a total of nineteen days 
negotiating the 90 miles around McKinley. 

The expedition was faced with a wide 
variety of terrain. At one extreme were rolling 
glaciers where the skiing was physically de
manding but straightforward. At the other ex
treme lay blue ice with steep, massive snow 
walls and treacherous overhangs requiring 
rappeled descent. 

The journey began with a good omen. 
Flying into the Kahiltna Glacier with bush 
pilot, Cliff Hudson, the intense brightness of 
the high mountain sunshine beamed down to 
greet the team. The mountain looked favor
ably on its latest visitors. The group stuck out 
skiing roped together, as they did for the 
entire trip, while they journeyed up the broad 
width of the Kahiltna Glacier. 

During the days that followed, they stag
gered under the immense weight of their 
backpacks. Falling often, teetering along like 
drunkards, it seemed unlikely that the group 
could continue to muster the strength re
quired to transport 80 pound loads day after 
day. Surprisingly, no one breathed a word o1 
turning back. Following a vicious two day 
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white-out that slowed progress, the team was 
treated to their first close glimpse of the 
summit of McKinley. Clouds broke to display 
an endless array of peaks stretching far to the 
south of what surely must be the most spec
tacular mountain scenery in all of North Ame
rica. 

Following a grueling technical climb over 
the Kahiltna Pass, they made their descent 
onto the Peters Glacier, one_ Qf the windiest 
spots among McKinley's flanks. It did not 
disappoint Gillette and company. Winds of 50 
m.p.h. ripped along ttie rock hard snow force
ing the skiers often times to fall from its gusts. 
It was during this time that Allan Bard dislo
cated his shoulder in a terrifying tumble. Luck
ily Doug Weins was close by and put the 
shoulder back into joint before the muscles 
could :rebel. Although in pain at times, Allan 
was able to continue the trek. 

Later, Doug Weins stumbled into a cre
vasse on Peters Glacier. Fortunately for him 
and the team, the tips and the tails of his 
Epoke 900's bridged the crevasse. For what 
seemed like hours he sat suspended over the 
dread depths, demonstrating yet another rea
son to have strong skis. 

Heading south along the Traleika Glacier, 
the group crossed another crevasse field. Tra
leika Col held the key to completing the tra
verse. The group carefully calculated their 
route and the following days were spent 
climbing to the top of the ridge crest, just to 
the west of the actual col. Using his skis stuck 
deep in the snow as anchors, Gillette belayed 
the others up the steep snow wall. Following 
that intricate maneuver was more exhausting 
climbing and deep snow breaking. At last they 
reached the top of the col. The south side of 
the pass was obscured by, clouds. What could 
be seen of the slope below looked steep 
and avalanche prone. 

GALEN ROWELL 

They scouted· the slope for alternative 
routes and then skied slowly down. Just 
before dusk, the Don Sheldon Amphitheater 
appeared below the ridge crest. Late after
noon the next day found the group skiing 
through the middle of the Amphitheater sur
rounded by jagged peaks and breath-taking 
mountains. 

Gilette and company then partook of two 
days of total rest and relaxation in the late, 
famed bush pilot, Don Sheldon's sixteen-foot 
hexagonal mountain house. Built by Sheldon 
with materials he flew in, it stands on an out
crop of bedrock in the middle of the Ruth 
Glacier and sometimes serves as a tiny base of 
operations for a few favored expeditions. 

Back on the trail following the much 
needed rest, the team prepared for the final 
challenge of the circumnavigation-the awe
some West Fork of the Ruth Glacier. This was 
the last barrier between them and the suc
cessful completion of this history-making ad
venture. Climbing carefully through intricate 
terrain of ice and snow, the group reached the 
top of the glacier and started do1Nn into the 
Kahiltna basin. Reaching the bottom and 
skiing back down to their starting point, Gil
lette and company had made the first suc
cessful circumnavigation of the flank peaks of 
McKinley. 

* * 
The above account was condensed from 

a press release submitted by NorTur, Incor
porated, the ski distributor which provided the 
Nordic equipment used by the expedition. The 
party used Epoke 9(X) waxable skis, Suveren 
50 mm textile XC ski boots, Rottefella 50 mm 
bindings, and Swix wet and dry starter wax. 
Of the 19 days on the mountain, 11 were 
spent on skis. 
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(WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR STATEMENTS OR ADVERTISING NOT OUR OWN) CYCLOPS brings back 
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>- FABIANO BOOTS ... a: 

comfort. 
The CYCLOPS ANATOMIC 

SYSTEM now brings to 
backpackers, unparlleled 

carrying comfort. 
CYCLOPS is con-
cerned with you -your 
shape, your backlength 
and ultimately your 
comfort. That's why it 
comes in 4 sizes with 
an internal frame which 

can be shaped to the 
contours of your 

back. That's 
CYCLOPS! liJ 

IL I■- The Cyclops range is available at leading quality 
retailers in U.S.A. and Canada. If you have dif- . 
ficulty write for your nearest stockist to : 

SEND FOR FREE HIKING & MOUNTAINEERING BOOT BROCHURE: 

Fa~lano snoe co., Inc. au, 
DEPT. A-3, 850 SUMMER ST., SO. BOSTON, MA. 02127 

34 DEAN STREET, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE ENGLAND. 

MOUNTAIN 
PHOTOGRAPHS 

Outstanding Aerial Photos of 
Major Peaks in the Northwest 

Each photo clearly shows glaciers, ridges and 
prominent terrain features. Ideal for wall hanging, 
geological interests, or for route finding. 

8X10 to 16X20 inch prints for as little as $3 each. 

CASCADE PHOTOGRAPHICS SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE listing the peaks and 
1803 MILL DRIVE S.E., OLYMPIA, WA 98503 view descriptions. 

Get Ready ... 
with Tecnica boots, Caribou packs and tents, Kelty frames. 

Get Set ... 
with Forrest, Chouinard, SMC and Clog climbing equipment. 

Get Into ... 
Friendly advice, knowledgeable answers or good 
conversation. Come on in. We're the relaxed , 
informative and complete store for mountaineers, 
hikers, runners and cross-country skiers. 

Northwest Mountain Supply 
9th & Commerce, downtown Tacoma 
Phone 206 572-4857 
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UNION INTERNATIONALE DES ASSOCIATIONS D'ALPINISME LIST OF APPROVED CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 
1. Every item of equipment bearing the 

UIAA label as of April 15, 1978, is indicated on 
the list below. 

2. The UIAA strongly recommends this 
equipment to the alpine clubs: it is at present 
the best available from the alpine clubs. 

3. Any item marked with expressions 
such as "UIAA label" or "UIAA" which does 
not appear in the list below must be con
sidered an abuse a violation of the UIAA mark 
and should be brought to the attention of the 
UIAA Secretariat without delay. 

,4, Alpine associations are invited to pub
lish this list in their bulletins, magazines, and 
reviews. - UIAA Bulletin, # 79 

May 1978 

A - CORDES - SEI LE - ROPES 

6007 Modele: Classic (Everdry). 9 mm. Fabricant: Edel
mann und Ridder; POB 1240, D-7972 Jsny/Allgiiu 

6601 Modele: Classic (Everdry). 9 mm; bicolore. Fabri
cant: Edelmann und Ridder. 

7774 Modele: Dynaloc "L". 10 mm; a simple. Fabricant: 
Edelmann und Ridder. 

7764 Modele: Classic. 11 mm. Fabricant: Edelmann und 
Ridder. 

7821 Modele: Bavaria 1030. 11,5 mm. Fabricant: Edel
mann und Ridder. 

6018 Modele: Matterhorn. 9 mm. Fabricant: Hanfwerke 
Fiissen; D-Immenstadt. 

7763 Modele: Matterhorn. 11,4 mm. Fabricant: Fiissen. 
7780 Modele: Matterhorn. 12 mm. Fabricant: Fiissen. 
601 I Modele: Elite-Everdry. 9 mm. Fabricant: Gebriider 

Kesel; D-8960 Kemp ten/ Allgiiu. 
6012 Modele: Elite-Superdry. 10 mm; a double. Fabri-

cant: Kesel. 
6015 Modele: Eli te-Superflex. 11 mm. Fabricant: KeseL 
6016 Modele: Elite-Superstar. 11 mm. Fabricant: Kesel. 
6013 Modele: Elite-Everdry K40. 11 mm. Fabricant: 

Kesel. 
6017 Modele: Elite-Everdry. 11 mm. Fabricant: KeseL 
6014 Modele: Elite-Superdry, 11 ,2 mm. Fabricant : 

Kesel. 
7807 Modele: Elite Superdry 2000. 11,2 mm. Fabrican t: 

Kesel. 
6020 Modele: Rocca-Top. 9 mm. Fabricant: Rocca, 

Niichsterbreckerberg 5, D-56 WuppertaL 
6021 Modele: Rocca-Top. 11 mm. Fabricant: Rocca. 
7782 Modele: Edelweiss. 9 mm. Fabricant: Teufelberger, 

Vogelweiderstrasse 50, A-4600 Weis. 
7783 Modele: Edelweiss W-94/14. 11 mm. Fabricant: 

780 1 

7784 

Teufelberger. 
Modele: Edelweiss. 
berger. 

Modele: Edelweiss. 
berger. 

10,5 mm. Fabricant: Teufel-

10,6 mm. Fabricant: Teufel-

7785 Modele: Edelweiss W-33/12. 11 mm. Fabricant: 
Teufel berger. 

7816 Modele: Sherpa. 9 mm. Vendeur: Esqui y Mon
tana; Penascales 42, E-Madrid. 

7815 Modele: Sherpa. 11 mm. Vendeur: Esqui y Mon
tana. 

6022 Modele: Chouinard. 9 mm. Vendeur: Chouinard; 
Ventura, USA - Californie 93001. 

6023 Modele: Chouinard. 11 mm. Vendeur: Chouinard. 
7756 Modele: Nebtex. 11,5 mm. Fabricant: New Bed

ford; 123, Sawyer, NB Mass. 02741, USA. 
7788 Modele: Wellington. 12 mm. Fabricant: Wellington 

Puritan Mills; Madison, Georgia 30650, USA. 
765 1 Modele: Beal. 9 mm. Fabricant: Beal; 6, rue Camus, 

F-38202 Vienne. 
7650 Modele: Beal. 11 mm. Fabricant: Beal. 
7001 Modele: lnteralp. 9,7 mm. Vendeur: Maillot; 23c, 

avenue de Mendiguren, F-06000 Nice. 
7003 Modele: Interalp. 9 mm. Vendeur: Maillot. 
7004 Modele: Interalp. 11 mm. Vendeur: Maillot. 
7002 Modele: Interalp. 11,5 mm. Vendeur: Maillot. 
7786 Modele: SL 4009. 9 mm. Fabricant: Seine et Lys; 

8, rue Abbe Bonpain , F-59117 Wervicq-Sud. 
6006 Modele: 359 W. 9 mm. Fabricant: Seine et Ly s. 
7787 Modele: SL 3209. 9,6 mm. Fabricant: Seine et 

Lys. 
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7757 Modele: SL 3210. 9,7 mm. Fabricant: Seine et 
Lys. 

6004 Modele: 56 W. 11 mm. Fabricant: Seine et Ly.s. 

7769 Modele: SL 4014. 11 mm. Fabncant: Seine et Lys. 
7770 Modcle: SL 4815. 11 mm. Fabricant: Seine et Lys. 
7758 Modele: Seine & Ly~ 11 ,5 mm. Fabricant: Seine et 

Ly~ 
6005 Modele: Joanny. 9 mm. Fabricant: Rivory Joanny; 

F-42400 Saint Chamond. 
7760 Modele: Joanny. JO mm; a double. Fabricant: 

Rivory Joanny. 
6032 Modele: Joanny. 11 mm. Fabricant: Rivory 

Joanny. 
7 803 Modele: Ibex. 9 mm. Fabricant : Special Belt 

Transmissions; Manchester Road, GB-Mossley, 
Lanes. 

7802 Modele: Ibex. 11 mm. Fabricant: Special Belt 
Transmissions. 

6024 Modele: Mammut-Dynamic. 9 mm. Fabricant: 

7301 

6026 

7302 

Arova; CH-5600 Lenzburg. 
Modele: Mammut-Dynaflex. 
Arova. 

Modele: Mammut-Dynamic. 
Areva. 
Modele: Mammut-Dynaflex. 
Arova. 

9,2 mm. Fabricant: 

10,3 mm. Fabricant: 

11 ,1 mm. FabricanL 

7006 Modele: Pilatus. 9 mm. Vendeur: Eiselin; 26, 
Gerliswilstrasse, CH-6020 Emmenbriicke. 

7106 Modele: Pilatus. II mm. Vendeur: Eiselin. 
70 10 Modele: Super Arete. 9 mm. Vendeur: Eiselin. 
7009 Modele: Super Arete. JO mm; a double. Vendeur: 

Eiselin. 
7008 Modele: Super Arete. 11 mm. Vendeur: Eiselin. 
7007 Modele: Super Arete. 11, 2 mm. Vendeur: Eiselin. 
7050 Modele: SuperArete. 9 mm; bicolore. Vendeur: 

Eiselin. 

7011 Modele: Seigneur. Diametres divers. Vendeur: 
Eiselin. 

7655 Modele: Galli (King). 11,4 mm. Fabricant: Galli; 
CH-4 707 Deitingen. 

6030 Modele: Hubasport. 11 mm. Fabricant: Hubaltex; 
Giesshiibelstrasse 144, CH-8045 Zurich. 

B- MOUSQUETONS 
KARABINER - SNAP LINKS 

6031 Modele: Stubai 2200. Aluminium; vis de securite; 
75 g. Fabricant: Stubai Werkzeugindustrie; Au
triche. 

6040 Modele: Stubai 2200. Aluminium; sans vis de 
securite; 7 5 g. Fabricant: Stubai 

6033 Modele: Stubai 5000. Acier; 210 g. Fabricant: 
Stubai. 

7692 Modele: Faders. Rectangulaire; 90 g. Fabricant: 
Ramon Serra Fabregis; Castellar del Valles, 
E-Barcelona. 

7653 Modele: lnteralp. Sans vis de securite; 75 g. 
Fabricant: Maillot; 23c, avenue de Mendiguren, 
F-06000Nice. 

7803 Modele: Clog 1. Aluminium; sans vis de securite; 
79 g. Fabricant: Clogwyn Climbing Gear; Clwty 
Bon!, Caernafon, GB-North Wales. 

7804 Modele: Clog 2. Aluminium; avec vis de securite; 
87 g. Fabricant: Clogwyn Climbing Gear. 

7809 Modele: Clog 4. Acier; sans vis de securite; 187 g. 
Fabricant: Clogwyn Climbing Gear. 

781U Modele: Clog 5. Acier; avec vis de securite; 201 g. 
Fabricant: Clogwyn Climbing Gear. 

6034 Modele: D light alloy. Avec vis de securite; 78 g. 
Fabricant: Hiatt; Baltimore Road, GB-Birmingham. 

7401 Modele: D light alJoy. Sans vis de securite. Fabri
cant: Hiatt. 

7766 Modele: Lak 1/2. Sans vis de securite; 78 g. 
Fabricant: Hiatt. 

7652 Modele: Bonaiti 391/120. 220 g. Fabricant: 
Bonaiti; via Battisti 9, 1-24032 Calziocorte. 

6038 Modele: Bonaiti 392 SR. Fabricant: Bonaiti. 
6039 Modele: Bonaiti 395. Fabricant: Bonaiti. 

C - PIO LETS - EISPICKEL - ICE AXES 

77 59 Modele: Cerro Torre. MetalJique a manche revetu. 
Fabricant: lnteralp-Camp; via Roma 23, 1-22050 
Promona. 

7762 Modele: Annapurna. Metallique a manche revetu. 
Fabricant: Interalp-Camp. 

7811 Modele: Super Huandoy. Acier, manche epoxy, 
gaine surlyn, Fabricant: Laprade Desmaison, 
F-64260 Arudy. 

7812 Modele: Huandoy. Acier, manche epoxy. Fabri
cant: Laprade Desmaison. 

7813 Modele: Randalp. Acier, manche alJiage Azgu. 
FabricanL Laprade. 

7814 Modele: Alpelit. Acier, manche Zicral. Fabricant: 
Leborgne; Arvillard, F-73110 la Rochette. 

OREGON CLIMBING ROCK RESISTED BY CITY AND COUNTY 
While the city of Salem continues its 

'.ug-of-war with Marion County over a par
tially completed climbing rock, the workers 
doing the job as a training project are learning 
as much about politics as they are about 
welding. 

Last week, the Marion County Building 
Department halted the $33,000 Minto Island 
project because the city had failed to obtain a 
building permit. 

The Marion County commissioners said 
work may not resume unless the city gets title 
to the project site, which is owned by the 
county. 

County Building Director Roland With
row said the city lacks the engineers' or 
architects' plans necessary to obtain a build
ing permit. 

City Manager Robert Moore said Friday, 
"The future of the Salem rock lies with the 
City Council. My personal feeling is that the 
project should proceed. It's as valid a recrea
tional project as other ... facilities." 

Moore said "anyone connected with the 
project wants it safe," and the city is inspect
ing continually to insure that it would be built 
safely. 

One of the couritv's objections to the 
climbing rocl< was fear of liability. Moore said 
it had been assumed from the beginning that 
the city would be liable for any accidents. 

Moore also said two of three commis
sioners were informed about the project seve
ral weeks ago and offered no objection until it 
became a political issue. 

The climbing rock has been the subject of 
letters, both pro and con, to local newspapers. 
Some citizens have begun wearing "crush a 
rock" and "stone a rock" buttons. 

- The OREGONIAN 
Portland, Oregon 

INFLATION AT SENECA 
The traditional overnight camp for 

Seneca Rock climbers has been the privately 
owned picnic ground and covered pavillion 
west of the highway. This year, the overnight 
fee was raised to 75 cents, up from last year's 
35 cents but still a bargain considering typical 
campground fees elsewhere. Climbers are 
asked to drop off their overnight fee at Buck 
Harper's General Store. 
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INl'ERN~~L 
N\OUNr~IN 
EQUIPN\ENI' INC. 

Climbing School 
Director: Paul Ross 

The finest in U.S. and European equipment, 

U.S. stockists of the Joe Brown Hard Hat, 
Clog, Simond, Troll, Karrimor, Berghaus 
Packs, Terrordactyls & Curver Axes. 

Box 494 Main St., North Conway, 
NH 03860 USA tel. 603-356-5287 

FREE RETAIL CATALOGUE 
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POLAR PANTS 
a Po!arguard · insulated-cold weather expedition 

bivouac pants. 1.9oz rips top nylon, two #5 YKK Vision · 
zippers on the inner legs that convert the pants into a 
half bag-bivouac sac k. Waist and leg botto m draw
strings, Velcro · fly closure. two front patch pockets 
Sizes S·M·LG {Send waist and in seam measurement) 
Color-Royal blue. KIT PRI C E - $39 .95 (a savings up to 
50% - Now you can afford it. 
_J rm sold. enclosed is a ch eck or M.O. for $39.95 

(CA residents add sales tax) 
The POLAR PANTS k it can be sewn man evening to two 
by following our easy step-by-step visua l instructions 
We GUARANTEE your satisfaction orvour money bac k. 

Name _______________ _ 

Address 

City 

Carman Climbing Pack 

_____ State _____ Zip __ _ 

FREE CATALOG 
SIERRA KITS 

P O. Box 81 14 -0B3. Rive rs ide. CA 92515 
(71 4 - 688-9888) 

the honest good looks 
of equipment designed 
to face the mountain 
- not the mirror 

writ e for our free brochure 
Uptow n Se w ing Incorporated 
Box 700, Jackson , Wy oming 83001 
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The Mountain Doesn't Care-Continued 
If I seem to be advocating that people not 

attend climbing classes or follow guidebooks, 
I am doing just that. I want to see more 
self-reliance. Many people have been brain
washed into associating adventure with con
suming some product or attending some 
guru. Get your certificate and you've arrived, 
you can then go on to the next thing. Every
thing is easy if you spend enough money or 
see the right expert. 

This is bullshit. Anything worth having, 
I'm afraid, is not easy to come by. Most of us 
have to work for what we learn, whether it be 
an art or craft, a skill like climbing, or, par
ticularly, knowledge of ourselves. You cannot 
have self-knowledge as a result of a short 
course with the Maharishi, although this il
lusion persists and lines the pockets of the 
Eastern wise. You have to suffer toward what 
you learn in this life. I'm sorry if this sounds 
conservative or unhip or Old Testament, or 
even a bit uncharitable, but I believe it to be 
true. We tend not to value what we haven't 
earned through a little sacrifice. Registration 
fees can't buy real experience. 

Climbing is not easy. It is risky, uncom
fortable, relatively solitary, and arduous. It 
tests judgement in a hundred ways, tests 
capabilities that are formed not so much by 
taking classes, no matter how rigged they are 
to simulate the real situation, but through the 
furnace of actual doing. That is adventure. It 
is the discovery that you can rely on yourself, 
trust yourself (and therefore others). 

Most of the public doesn't understand 
this. Why endanger yourself just for the sake 
of it? Life is difficult enough, isn't it? Why 
make it more difficult? In a culture that wor
ships "making it" -a cult increasingly less 
apparent, however, among some young pe
ople-that confuses comfort with pleasure, 
that exalts the commonplace, the phlegmatic 
and easy, the passion of the do-it-yourself, 
rugged individualist climber-the one who 
probably has learned on his own and ,not 
through taking classes, who has tended most 
likely to shun competition, clubs, notoriety 
and the big expeditions, is not understood. He 
is inscrutable, perhaps because he is moved 
by a deep and primordial need within himself, 
not by the promise of some yield in the 
material world, as are many of the profes
sional climbers. This is not to say that pros 
aren't similarly moved. They are, but their 
egos have a tendency to clutter things up. 
They started off like the rest of us, but they 
got sucked in. Fulfillment of some simple 
needs got complicated by ambition. 

Now the philosophy: Climbing to me is a 
journey and a quest. It compares to life itself, 
for the way at times is more than arduous. 
There are routes that will not go. You must 
retreat and try other ways. You may be lucky 
or unlucky with the weather. Stamina counts, 
good judgement, a knowledge of your limits. 
If you don't know them, on a climb you will 
learn. Then possibly you might extend them. 
You should, because more often than not the 
real mountain you are ascending is, as we all 
know-pros and amateurs alike-inside you . 
The psychology of the sport is intricate. 
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Mountaineers have not gone back to 
nature naked and unadorned like babes in the 
woods. On the contrary, we are often swad
dled in our gear. A car transports us to the 
mountains. Synthetic fabrics protect us from 
the elements. Chrome molybdenum steel 
supports us on our scientifically stress-tested 
ropes. Freeze-dry foods provide nourishment. 
In short, our exhilarating freedom is very 
much dependent on an elaborate technology. 
For most of us sensitive to the mountain
eering experience as an antidote to the arti
ficiality that surrounds us in our day-to-day 
lives, this dependency creates conflict. We 
must strive for a delicate balance. On the one 
hand, compulsive involvement with gear 
mechanizes the climbing experience. One 
problem with expeditions sponsored by equip
ment companies is that the gear is all too 
often very omnipresent. On the other hand, to 
be ignorant of equipment and its proper uses 
surely will cost you your life. Ideally, once 
proper care and use of gear is learned, then it 
should be forgotten as a touch typist forgets 
the keys. It should not be allowed to become 
omnipresent lest it become omnipotent. 
Equipment skill, like any other skill, should be 
instinctive. It is, after all-and this is what I'm 
driving at-the intangibles that count in the 
mountaineering experience. 

For instance, there is a satisfying ritual 
that begins with the ordering of the gear, a 
ritual that continues in the rendezvous of 
climbers, in their journey to the mountain, in 
their first look at it, in the establishment of a 
camp, and in the cooking and carousing. It 
culminates in the climb itself, which is also a 
formalized ritualized action, a kind of dance 
actually, a dance of celebration in which mind 
and body cohere in a one-to-one contact with 
an objective world that has about it a clarity 
and solidity contrasting starkly with the am
biguities of the institutions and human rela
tionships many of us live with from day to 
day. When we become involved with some
thing to the extent that we forget ourselves in 
it, when the dancer becomes the dance (to 
paraphrase William Butler Yeats), then the 
feeling we have is akin to that of the artist 
when his imagination creates form out of 
experience. It is exhilarating, exuberant and 
immensely satisfying. And as William Blake 
said, exuberance is beauty, and everyone of 
us, even the television watchers, neep beauty 
in our lives. 

Sometimes in large group efforts, I sus
pect, the institutions and ambiguities are not 
left behind. As a result, camaraderie, which is 
of utmost importance in climbing, can be 
vitiated by this residue from the city. Divisive
ness is often the consequence. Egos swell and 
clash and the mountain itself and all of nature 
is clouded by mental storm. Simple enjoyment 
dwindles. Adventure turns to misery. Nature 
may be cruel, harsh, sometimes unpredict
able, but never is it deceitful or mean or petty, 
as we often are with each other. A storm 
moving in at ten thousand feet on some peak 
may make more sense than your job. Social 
forces - institutions - intimidate us in much 
the same way today that our primitive ances
tors were at the mercy of natural forces. But 
the mountaineer, the one who hasn't brought 

along a lot of city hassles, has somewhat 
more control over these forces than the Ne
anderthal. Climbing, in part, is perhaps an ex
pression of our need to pit ourselves against 
an adversary who demands from us the old 
virtues of fortitude, good judgement, pa
tience, doggedness, physical prowess, and 
humility, among others. At least these count 
in climbing. They may not in our lives, not 
when you're in front of the television; probab
ly not in the classroom; certainly not when 
you drag the politics of the city along on a 
climb. Then the mental force engulfs you and 
makes you lose your way. 

To a degree, we relate to mountains on 
an adversary basis, but also we tend to hu
manize them. The peak can be generous 
mother, cruel father, comrade or lover. 
Mountaineers will curse or bless the moun
tain, give it the finger, shake their fist at it, 
salute it, all of which perhaps express a need 
to return to a time when nature was a spirit 
who played a personal, active role in our lives. 
Certainly there is in climbing an aspect of 
paying homage to nature, even a sacrificial 
aspect. After all, relative to the few million 
years that our species has been around, we 
are only a short time away from feeling as the 
American Indian felt that nature is a spirit 
involved in our individual lives and destinies in 
a very personal way. Anthropologists call this 
animism, but that's putting it down. 

Many climbers, and here's a generaliza
tion for you, tend to be believers in this spirit 
world. In this they are romantics, I think, al
though not untempered ones destined even
tually to be disappointed by life (as Heming
way said all romantics sooner or later are), 
because climbing keeps one's feet on the 
ground, so to speak, or against the rock, while 
allowing one's imagination to roam free. 
Climbing limbers the imagination as well as 
the muscles. Thus I think most mountaineers 
develop an interesting balance of the romantic 
and the realist. Nature to them is spirit, yes, 
but a fairly removed spirit when they are snug 
in their down bag in their mountain tent under 
the rainfly listening to a storm beat at the ny
lon. 

For yearn t: 1,;ra has been .at the start of 
the trail to Glacier Peak in che North Cascades 
a sign that reads, "The Mountain Duesn't 
Care." Obviously it doesn't. Nature is an 
"other," no matter what our romantic yearn
ings tell us. Look out at the Milky Way. The 
universe, like the mm•ntain, wears a different 
face from our own. Mountaineers, when they 
are back home, know this. The astronauts 
discovered it when from thousands of miles 
away they gazed out at our planet spinning 
like a blossom burst from the everlasting 
night. They gave us all a new perspective. It is 
not just that the mountain is "there," or the 
planet, for that matter. We are here together 
with it fused in time for one moment forever 
transitory and irrevocable. Nature is our living 
community. And we must care, especially 
about each other, we must care. If we do, 
then it follows that we will care about nature. 
It is here and we are here. And so, in cele
bration, we dance. Exuberance is beauty. 

- William Howa'r:h 
Fair Oaks, California 
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INTERNAL FRAME PACK 
EUROPA 
It fits you ... 

and your plans! 
Finest traveling pack made. No metal frame 
ends to snag upholstery when you're hitch
hiking . Just small enough to put in an air
port locker, and more than large enough for 
a year of vagabonding. Fully zippered front 
allows easy access for packing and com
plete organization. Three large outside 
pockets will hold all the items you want to 
be able to find in a hurry. Leather accessory 
patches on the top and bottom if you need 
them . 
11 oz. Cordura nylon waterproofed with 
Kenyon Kkote ® plus DuPont ZePel® rain/ 
stain rep.eTier. You needn 't worry about your 
pack giving out on you as you cross the 
desert into Tangiers. Constriction bands 
keep the pack profile narrow when less than 

full. · The bands also Protecled with 

~~~¥ provide a. nice spot to 
.zt: Pll:L: hang a jacket or slide 
AAIN/BTAIN AEPELLEA in snow si1oes, etc. 

\NILDERNE55 

Capacity: Small - 2,615 cu. in. 
Medium - 2,783 cu. in. 
Large - 2,951 cu. in. 

Weight: Small - 50 oz. 
Medium - 52 oz . 
Large - 54 oz. 
$58.50 

EXPERIENCE 
Dept. KWEO 20120 Plummer St. Chatsworth, CA. 91311 

3000kg 2500kg 2200kg 3000kg 
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2500kg 2200kg speleo 
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I 
DESERT SURVIVAL 
By Dick and Sharon Nelson. Published 1977 by Tecolote Press, Inc., PO Box 217, Glenwood, 
NM 88039. Format: 5½ x 8¼ inches, 80 pages, 20 sketches, paperback. $2.95. 

Most survival manuals stress long-term 
techniques, "living off the land" until you are 
rescued. Although this is the best approach in 
many situations, it doesn't really apply to the 
desert where many people die within a few 
hours after they realize they are in trouble. 
Dick and Sharon Nelson's book approaches 
this subject from a new perspective, empha
sizing short-term survival, and how to avoid 
such emergencies through preparation. Based 
on their backpacking experiences in the 
southwest (they have written hiking guides to 
both Texas and Arizona), Desert Survival is 
probably the best guide of its kind ever to 
come out. 

Victims of the desert face two critical 
problems: heat and lack of water. These ele
ments determine the outcome of virtually 
every survival situation, taking the first and 
most drastic toll. There is still a great inade
quacy of research into the effects of heat and 
dehydration on the human body, and of the 
effectiveness of survival techniques that are 
supposed to alleviate them. 

As the book discusses, survival in the 
desert presents many challenges: finding 
water, first aid, desert wildlife, proper cloth
ing, shelter, rain and flash-flooding, the cold, 
and route-finding . You must be prepared over 
the full spectrum, from the vehicle problems 
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you're likely to encounter, to the psycholo
gical problems you may face during the times 
of crisis. In a survival situation, you must be 
able to direct all your energy toward simply 
surviving. 

This means that personal experience is 
imperative in a desert emergency. You must 
not rely on untested "myths" that you've 
heard or read about to pull you through a 
disaster. For instance, would constructing a 
solar still to obtain water help to save your life, 
or would it speed you to your death through 
fatigue and dehydration? Would desperate 
efforts to pierce the long spines and tough 
shell of a barrel cactus yield a life-saving drink, 
or would they yield very little usable moisture, 
or perhaps even a poison? Would efforts to 
gather edible foods really help you, when you 
consider that most desert survival situations 
are decided one way or the other during the 
first afternoon? Only you can provide the 
answers, by testing these and other ideas for 
yourself. 

A survival book is not something to pull 
out of your backpack in an emergency, too 
look up your problem in the index. It is, 
instead, a book of ideas to experiment with 
before a crisis occurs, when you can afford 
mistakes. Many famous techniques for desert 
survival simply do not work, or will work only 

Cover Illustrations from DESERT SURVIVAL. 

under certain circumstances. You must be 
able to correctly choose between the alterna
tive courses of action in an emergency. Only 
by making the right decision the first time 
can you reasonably expect to survive an 
emergency in the desert. This is what Desert 
Survival is all about. 

NORTH WALL 
By Roger Hubank. Published 1978 by The 
Viking Press, New York, NY. Format: 5½ x 9 
inches, 198 pages, with diagram and glossary, 
hardcover, $8.95. 

British climbers have an expression, 
"gripped," which does the job quite nicely for 
them. It describes fairly accurately those 
rather intense moments in rock climbing when 
your stomach takes the fall just seconds be
fore you do. In North Wall, his first novel, 
Roger Hubank has extended the experience 
somewhat, providing a means with which to 
get gripped without leaving one's easy chair. 

North Wall is not, however, an alpine 
thriller written by a flat-lander whose only 
purpose is to spin a tale of death in the snowy 
heights. Roger HubanK has done a great deal 
of climbing in the British Isles and the Alps, so 
he knows what he's talking about. Further
more, he has degrees from Cambri(Jge and 
Nottingham, and is an instructor at the Uni
versity of Loughborough in Leicestershire, 
England, so he talks about it quite nicely. His 
book is a well-polished climbing (or climber's) 
novel. 

The book is set in Switzerland, on a 
3,753-metcr peak called Piz Molino, in August 
of 1964. Into this setting come Raymond, a 
lone-wolf alpine guide whose experiences 
have taken him to the Himalaya and through
out Europe, and cost him both relatives and 
friends, and Daniel, his client, a man whose 
marriage is strained by his dedication to the 
sport, <:ausing him to evaluate perhaps a bit 
too closely why he climbs. The men have 
come to Piz Molino to do a repeat ascent of 
the diedre direct on the northeast face, a 
multi-day climb on a 1200-meter wall, which 
cost the lives of two members of the first
ascent party. It is a troubling route, com
pounded by the climbers' personal troubles, 
which they carry onto the wall with them. 
Another element is added to the story when a 
pair of Czech climbers appear on the route in 
the second day of the climb, posing a possible 
competitive threat, and an -eventual c:.lliance 
when, after Raymond is incapacitated by 
rockfall , the Czechs must set off up the wall, 

Continued. 
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King Size for King 

Burley 
Boyl 
Our Burley Boy bag gives the cold-weather 
hiker an option in sleeping comfort. These bags 
are cut extra spaciously, giving you more room to move 
around inside the bag and the option to wear more 
clothing while you sleep. 

Weighing just about five pounds, Burley Boy 1 yet 
gives you over 60" of room at the shoulder before taper
ing to a wide 38" at the foot. It features 20 oz. of down 
fill in the top and 2 lbs. 2¼ oz. of Polarguard fill at the 
bottom for maximum warmth in dry, cold-weather con
ditions. Provides minimum temp. rating of -5 -20. The 
1.9-ounce reipstop nylon gives extra strength and is 
finished with Kenyon Kin 7Joum '" plus DuPont 
ZePel® Rain/Stain Repeller. Red/blue top and bottom 
exterior, red/blue top and bottom interior, yellow 
Headwall® and blue foot. Regular, about $125; Long, 
about $130. 

O'the Hill 

Paine Field Industrial Park 
Everett, Wash. 98204 Dept. KJB 

At your nearest Jansport emporium 
or request our latest Catalog of 

Nobby Functional Gear. 

Protected with 

RAIN/STAIN REPELLER 

''The Best 
Damn Parka 
in the World'' 

42 0 F RELAY 

We now offer a wide range of 
parkas. Each design has been 
painstakingly engineered and 
expedition tested to keep you 

WARM AND DRY 

We now offer a wide range of 
prices, but only one quality: 

We Make it Best 
or 

We Don't Make it at All 

Write for our new catalog today. 

SYNERGY WORKS 
255 - 4th Street, Suite 302 

Oakland, CA 94607 

From the makers of 
"The Most Comfortable Pack in the World" 

GET HIGH 

WITH A LITTLE HELP 

FROM YOUR 

FRIENDS 

SIZE RANGE PRICE 

# 1 .75"-1.2" $21.50 

#2 1-1"-1.75" $22.50 
#3 1.6"-2.6" $23.50 

JARDINE ENTERPRISES 
1339 N. PROSPECT 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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Reviews-Continued 

into the teJth of an approaching storm, to get 
help. 

Most climbers-even those admittedly 
biased against the use of their sport as the 
grist of highly sen.satior;al fiction-will find 
some highly recognizable moments in North 
Wall. There- is th;:, semi-comic process of 
communication between persons with no 
common language, and often-repeated phe
nomena in this very international sport; the 
damnably vexing arrivals of objective hazards 
at the worst possible moments; and even the 
inevitable application of Murphy's Law, in the 
form of an ice piton through the fuel contain
er, effectively saturating a team's full supply 

. of food. Even the least-believable move in the 
whole book (a two-man stand, on etriers, in 
high wind, with the whole shot being both 
supported and protected by a pair of margi
na I ly-placed postage-stamp-sized pins) is 
given some plausibility by Hubank's persua
sive language and obvious familiarity with the 
climbing world. Further nice touches abound, 
such as the possession by both main charac
ters of that seemingly paradoxical combina
tion of humility and egotism which is so much 
the rule in first-class climbers. 

Without a doubt, there are some things 
to be said against North Wall in terms of 
literary criticism. The novel has a muc:h-too
predictable "suprise" ending, there are some 
momentarily confusing changes of voice, 
and-for a great many American readers-the 
very British. style, phrasing, language, and 
spelling in the book may be a bit trying. Yet, in 
North Wall, Roger Hubank has produced an 
enjoyable and realistic novel, based on a close 
observation of climbers and climbing. For 
that, he deserves our attention and our ap
plause. - Torr, Morrisey 

Toledo, Ohio 

Quickie Reviews 

FOUR THOUSAND METERS (Winner, 1977: 
Mountain Products, 11700 South Boulder 
Road, #400, Lafayette CO 80026) An oft 
repeated joke implies that the 14,000'ers, 
climbers who have climbed all 65 peaks 14,000 
feet or higher in the contiguous United States 
(excluding Alaska and Hawaii) will soon be
come 4250'ers. That's the number of meters 
in 14,000 feet. In actuality, metrification will 
simply result in new "lists," with eventual 
abandonment of the old . Anticipating this, 
Evans and Ellen Werner have compiled a list 
of U.S. peaks 4000 meters and higher (again 
excluding Alaska and Hawaii). Their 48-page 
book catalogs them both by relative height 
and by name, providing such information as 
the state and range where each is located, the 
name and scale of the USGS quadrangle 
map it appears on, and the elevation (in both 
meters and feet) of the main peak and subsi
dary summits over 4000 meters. 48 pages, 
$2.75. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 
TRAIL GUIDE (Nilsson, 1978: World Publica-
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tions, Box 366, Mountain View, CA 94042). 
This 187 page paperback describes not only 
the trails of this Colorado park, but also many 
easy climbs suitable for energetic hikers. In
cluded are histories, both people and natural, 
the inevitable backpacking primer, and high 
quality reproductions of USGS quadrangle 
maps. $3.95. 

TENZING-AFTER EVEREST (Tenzing and 
Barnes, 1977: Allen and Univin, Inc., 198 Ash 
Street, Reading, MA 01867) In 1953 two 
climbers moved slowly upward from a camp 
well above the South Col. Step by agonizing 
step, they moved on, until the entire world lie 
beneath them. Everest had been climbed! 
Fittingly, one of those two climbers was a 
Nepalese Sherpa, a native of the high Hima
laya, and equally fitting, his name, Tenzing 
Norgay, became as well known among 
climbers as that of his companion, Ed Hillary. 
After Everest recounts precisely that period in 
the life of Tenzing Norgay. The ascent of the 
world's highest peak opened many, many 
doors that would have otherwise remained 
barred to a peasant from the remote hills of 
Nepal. He became the founding director of 
the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute in 
Darjeeling, traveled and climbed in the Alps, 
England, the U.S., Japan, Russia, and New 
Zealand, received numerous awards and 
medals. Tenzing details his active and adven
turous life After Everest, reflecting on his early 
involvement in the battles for Everest, and 
noting the many changes which have oc
cured. Hardcover, $11.50 

FOOTSORE 1 (Manning, Spring, Rand, 1978: 
The Mountaineers, 719 Pike Street, Seattle 
WA 98101.) Subtitled, Walks and Hikes 
Around Puget Sound, the book is crammed 
full of precisely that. It is the first of several 
expanding on the theme of, and replacing the 
old Footloose Around Puget Sound. Addi
tional volumes will cover the North Bend area, 
Everett to Bellingham, and Tacoma to Olym
pia . The trips described range from pleasant 
strolls to developed city parks to rural rambles 
with a wilderness flavor . Like its predecessor, 
it is a must for Puget Sounders with small 
children, those who go "stir-crazy" when 
winter rains drive everyone else indoors, and 
climbers looking for close to Seattle condi
tioners. Paperback, 216 pages, $5.95. 

TRAIL BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE 
(Prouclman, 1977: Appalach ian Mountain 
Club, 5 Joy Street, Boston, MA 02108) If your 
hiking club, climbing group, or conservation 
society is considering a volunteer trail con
structio~ or m2intenance project, be advised 
that such work can be a bit more complicated 
than first appearances may indicate. Many 
man-hours of volunteer labor have been 
wasted on improperly designed trails and in
adequate construction. To get the most from 
such projects, they must be done properly; 
this AMC Field Guide tells you how, with 
chapters on design, environmental considera
tions, route marking, tools, land ownership 
problems, and of course, trail construction 
and reconstruction. Especially important are 

the chapters dealing with erosion control and 
hardening trails in wet boggy terrain, since 
these are the two projects most frequently 
taken c,n by volunteer groups. Paperback, 193 
pages. 

CANYON COUNTRY EXPLORING (Barnes, 
1978), CANYON COUNTRY CAMPING 
(Barnes, 1978), CANYON COUNTRY PAD
DLES (Huser, 1978: All three by Wasatch 
Publishers, 4647 ldlewild Road, Salt Lake City, 
UT 84117) These three pocket-size volumes 
are noted as being numbers 2, 10, and 12 o, ·'a 
series of practical guides to travel and recre
ation in the scenic Colorado Plateau region of 
the Four Corners states." To the uninitiated 
the "Four Corners states" are Utah, Colorado, 
New Mexico, and Arizona, and the "Colorado 
Plateau is the desert highland area which in
cludes Capitol Reef, Canyonlands, Bryce, 
Arches, the Grand Canyon, Monument Val
ley and a long, long list of spectacular scenic 
attractions. Volume 2, Explorations ($1.95) is a 
generalized discussion of how to get around 
in southeastern Utah. One to three pages are 
alotted to each of the following topics: land
forms, land administration, access, highways, 
off-road vehicles, hiking and horses, commer
cial land, water, and air tours, water travel, 
powerboats, rubber rafts, private planes, etc., 
The treatment is "bro, -1-brush" and of value 
only to first time visitors. Number 10, Camp
ing ($2.50) is considerably more valuable as a 
reference, listing and describing public, pri
vate, ,md primitive camping sites in the same 
area. The format seems quite functional; since 
the camps are listed not only by "special 
areas," e'.g. Arches National Park, tut also in 
terms of nearness to major travel routes, e.g. 
"U.S. 163 between Crescent Junction and 
Kayenta." Number 12, Paddles ($2.50) is an 
introduction to the major river runs of south
eastern Utah. It is not a detailed guidebook, 
although brief descriptions are given for the 
Colorado, Green, and San Juan Rivers and 
the "seasonal" runs such as Muddy Creek, 
the Dolores River, the Escalante, and the Dirty 
Devil. This is perhaps the most readable of the 
three, because the history and anecdotes in
terspers throughout the text. 

: HOW TO OBTAIN REVIEWED BOOKS 

Books of general mountaineering in
: terest can usually be found in most climb
: ing!mountaineering shops. If they don't 
: carry the title, they can order it for you. 

Books of more regional interest, such 
: as local guides, can usually be found in 
: mountaineering shops serving that area. 
: Consult our Directory of North American 
: Mountaineering Shops. 
• If you can't locate the title, many 
: publishers will mail order single copies 
: provided you include an extra 50 cents for 
: shipping and handling ($1.00 for the large 
: format, hardcover books.). Each review 
: lists the complete name and address for 
: the publisher. 
• Mountaineering shops can order bulk • 
: quantities for resale by writing the pub-
: fisher. 

····································· 
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Get Down, 
It's A 
Noturol! 

Keep out the cold naturally with 
the R.E.I. Super Sweater. It's 
filled with RE.I. Select Quality 
Goose Down for lightweight 
warmth. 

Made of nylon taffeta, this jacket is 
weather-proofed with Kenyon 
Kfn,7)ou/1f plus breathable DuPont 
Zepel® Rain/Stain Repeller. 

Both men's and women's styles feature: front 
2-way zipper, raglan sleeves plus down-insu
lated pockets and collar: Colors are: green, blue 
and rust. A handy stuff sack is included. $73.95 

Protected with 

RAIN / STAIN RE PELLER 

Write for a Free Color Catalog 

REI CO-OP 
Established in 1938 - The Original Outdoor Co-op 

P.O. Box C-88127 Seattle, WA. 98188 
Or Call Toll-free: 800-426-4840. Alaska and Hawaii call 800-426-4 770 

Washington State call: 1-800-562-4894. 

CLIMBING 
If you haven't seen us 
in awhile, you've 
probably been 
missing something. 
We cover 
climbing like 
no one else with 
news, features, 
commentary, 
fiction, 
fine photography, 
and much more. 
Why not 
check us 
out? 

I 
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1 year$7.50 
2 years $14.00 

CLIMBING 
BoxE 

Aspen 
Colorado 

81611 

MSR STOVES 
now burn auto gas 
Powerful • Lightweight • Efficient 

New Models G & GK are 
maintainable in the field 

Mountain Safety Research 
Dept. 08, 631 South 9~th 
Seattle 98108 

Free Catalog MSR 

? ? ? ? MOVING???? 

The Post Office will not forward 
magazines. Unfortunately, that 
includes OFF BELAY. Please let 
us know when you move. We 
hate sending magazines to limbo. 
Send us both your old and new 
addresses, including zip codes. 

OFF BELAY 
15630 S.E. 124th Street 
Renton, Washington 98055 

MOUNTAIN BOOKS 
California 

CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO THE HIGH SIERRA By Steve Roper 

$7.95 ($8.38) 

CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO YOSEMITE VALLEY By Steve Roper 

$7.95 1$8.38) 

Canada 

THE UNKNOWN MOUNTAIN By Don Munday $6.95 ($7.33) 

ALPINE GUIDE TO SOUTHWESTERN B.C. By Dick Culbert 

$10.25 ($10.80) 

Colorado 

ROOF OF THE ROCKIES By William Bueler $9.95 ($10.48) 

Washington 

CASCADE ALPINE GU IDE - COLUMBIA RIVER TO 

STEVENS PASS By Fred Beckey $9.95 ($10.48) 

CLIMBER'S GU IDE TO THE OLYMPIC MOUNTAINS By 

Olympic Mountain Rescue $6.95 ($7.32) 

MAP AND GUIDE TO MOUNT ST. HELENS By Off Belay 

$0. 75 ($0.79 1 

Wyoming 

HIKING lN THE YELLOWSTONE BACKCOUNTRY By Orville 

E. Back, Jr . $4.95 ($5.21) 

First Aid 

MED ICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERING Edited by James A. 

Wilkerson, M.D. $7 .95 ($8.38) 

MOUNTAINEER I NG FIRST A I D By Dick Mitchell $2.95 

($3.11) 

On Technique 

BASIC ROCKCRAFT By Royal Robbins $2.50 ($2.64) 

ADVANCED ROCKCRAFT By Royal Robbins $3.50 ($3.68) 

FREEDOM OF THE HILLS 1974 Edition By The Mountaineers 

$11.95 ($12.60) 

IGLOO - BUILDING ESK I M.0 SNOWHOUSES By Off Belay 

Expanded Reprint $0.75 ($0.79) 

SNOWSHOEING By Gene Prater $3.95 ($4 .16) 

Miscellaneous 

STOVES Off Bela·,.- Expanded Reprint $1.00 {$1.05) 

FIRE AND ICE By Stephan Harris $7 .50 ($7 .91) 

Add 30 cents postage per order. Washington State orders must 

include 5.4% sales tax noted in parenthesis 

ef-~OFF ■ILAY 
15630 S.E 124th STREET 

RENTO~J. WASHINGTON 98055 
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Editor, OFF BELAY 

I wish I had known earlier of the article, 
"Four Footed Feats" by Laura and Guy 
Waterman-for surely one other dog deserves 
mention-Kemo, a now seven year old 
Samoyed. Kemo's last summit was Ruth 
Mountain in Washington's North Cascades. 
This in itself is not a major accomplishment 
but at the time Kemo was nearly totally blind. 
As a puppy, he showed unusual strength and 
promised to be an enthusiastic climbing part
ner. Unfortunately it was found that he suf
fered from a congenital eye problem and his 
vision steadily worsened to the point where it 
is now difficult for him to negotiate terrairi 
which is not fairly smooth. 

The enclosed picture shows Kemo just 
below the summit of Ruth Mountain, roped to 
prevent his wandering into a crevasse. The 
route that year iricluded crossing about 200 
feet of huge trees, brush, and other debris 
downed ,by an earlier snowslide and blocking 
the road- this Kemo negotiated with his usual 
enthusiasm. And on the descent, he even 
seemed to forget his blindness and enjoyed a 
150 foot glissade with his climbing partners! 

Had Kemo not become completely blind, 
he surely would have progressed to more 
strenuous and technical climbing. As it is, 
however, his ascent of Ruth Mountain in 1974 
is a remarkable "four footed feat". 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Arline R. Hinckley 
Columbia, Missouri 

In response to "Four Footed Feats" in 
OFF BELAY 38, there was one famous canine 
not mentioned. 

A black dog belonging to a minister 
friend accompanied John Muir on the Taylor 
Glacier of Alaska in 1880. The story of "Stick
een" is one of Muir's classic works. I well 
recommend it to mountaineers and dog lovers 
alike. 

The story is reprinted in The Wtderness 
World of John Muir, edited by Edwin Way 
Teale. It is available in both paper and hard 
back and is published by Houghton Mifflin. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

John Harris 
Elkins, West Virginia 

Though this might incite wrath from dog 
owners, I'm sorry your article on climbing 
records with dogs (OFF BELAY 38) ever ap
peared at all. I fear it may encourage people to 
rush out to smash some hitherto unknown 
climbing record with Fidos at their sides. 

Dogs do not belong in today's wilder
ness! You may be interested to know that The 
Mountaineers will include in the revised edi
tion of 102 Hikes in the Alpine Lakes, South 
Cascades and Olympics (now in process) a 
special plea to keep dogs out of the moun-
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tains. In addition to annoying wildlife and 
grazing stock, dogs bark and annoy hikers 
/climbers in the same way as the noise of 
motorbikes. Dogs defecate where they wish in 
an uncontrollable fashion, at a time when 
humans are being pleaded with to be extra 
cautious concerning pollution. 

On a recent trip up Mount Si I encount
ered more dogs than people (a neat trick on a 
Sunday in spring), and got tired of sidestep
ping dogberries on the trail. It's happening all 
over the mountains, and it shouldn't! Leave 
the pooch at home! 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

D.M. Deshazo 
Seattle, Washington 

The unusual article in the June issue, 
"The 'Other' on the Rope," by Jon Blake of 
Seattle, was fascinating and informative. For 
all readers who are interested in this sort of 
phenomena, especially by direct experience, I 
would like to add additional dimensions to the 
discussion of the "double." Jon Blake took up 
the standard Western analysis of a problem 
with his psychological or mental approach. 
Other viewpoints may be just as valid . 

There is, for example, in much occult and 
spiritual literature, the view that man pos
sesses other 'bodies' than the physical, these 
being generally termed the astral, causal, 
mental and soul 'bodies'. By transferrance of 
consciousness from one 'body' or level to 
another, one gains the direct experience of 
higher worlds. Ordinarily, this is available to a 
very few who have undergone much training . 
Once in a while though, such things happen 
to ordinary people, either entirely awake, as in 

Al~LINE HINCKLEY 

the article, "The 'Other' on the Rope," or in 
the dream state, where 'more real than life' 
experiences are often the result, if they are 
remembered. 

Stress, strange situations, fatigue, and 
just plain getting away from the pressure of 
society, can cause these other levels of con
sciousness to surface in oneself. One of my 
best friends, for instance, has been seen many 
miles from where he lay in bed at home. So 
real was his 'apparition' or 'double' that pe
ople talked to it normally. He remembers the 
situation only dimly, but the 'projection' or 
'doubling' seemed to have been brought 
about by a sort of stress. 

In contemplation exercises I have dis
tinctly felt the dissociation from the body 
spoken of in Jon Blake's article, and have 
even experienced it during normal activities, 
when the sensation of being separate from 
the body, though in it, as a driver is in a car, 
but is not the car, has significantly enhanced 
my performance. It is very pleasurable if you 
understand what is happening. 

For more viewpoints and information, 
much literature is available in the occult sec
tion of any library or bookstore on 'doubles,' 
'astral projection,' and 'out-of-the-body con
sciousness' . Perhaps the finest overview and 
introduction to the area of higher states of 
consciousness would be the book, 
ECKANKAR, The Key to Secret Worlds, by 
Paul Twitchell. Maybe we'll find our freedom 
in some very distant hills, right at our own 
door. 

Ms. C.M. Woods 
Dunwoody, Georgia 

Continued. 
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WHY SHOULD YOU TRUST YOUR LUCK ON A WEAK CAST 

OR FORMED ASCENDER BODY WHEN YOU COULD BE 

DEPENDING ON A HIGH STRENGTH 
EXTRUDED BODY? 

INTRODUCING THE Cnz.u.QQQ/ 

High strength (over 
5000 lbs.) cam which 
we manufacture from 

one of the strongest 
and toughest stainless 

steels currently available. 

The material is 
widely used in 
the manufacture of 

aircraft and missile 

fittings, nuclear 

reactor components 

and jet engine parts. 

We chose it for it 's 
high strength and long 
wearing characteristics. 

Extruded and machined body 

allows for unprecedented 

strength not found in cast 

or formed bodies. Protected 

by the same tough coating we 

use on our '8' ring descender 

Unobstructed handgrips will 

accomodate gloved or 

mittened hands. 

THE Cm.iJQQQ/ 
COLORADO MOUNTAIN INDUSTRIES CORP. 
P.O. BOX 535, FRANKLIN, WEST VIRGINIA 26807 
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Improved design safety allows for 

easy one-handed operation and 
allows use of a single 

stainless steel spring to 
control both the cam 

and safety. 

Exclusive clevis pin and 
snap-ring allows for 

replacement of cams 

( if you ever happen to 

wear them out) without 

returning them to 
service center. 

Two lower tie-in 

points add 
organization 

and versatility 
to the normal 

clutter of 
webbing and 

carabiners. 

DON'T JUST 
TRUST US, 

DEPEND ON US. 
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Letters-Continued 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Concerning the article "More on Rigging 
Jumars" (OFF BELAY 38): I have enclosed a 
photograph of a method of rigging similar to 
that suggested by Stu and John Rich. More 
important than the small variation in thread
ing, I pass the carabiner through both loops as 
a safety precaution in case one of the loops 
should break. - Sergio Zambrano 

Asociacion Alpina de Mexico 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

This introductory letter is written in order 
to make known to you the presence of the 
Icelandic Alpine Club at the address below. 
Personal contact with the club can be made 
through: Skatabudin, Snorrabraut 58-62, Rey
kjavik. Ask for Helgi. 

The club was formed in March 1977 and 
now has over 180 registered members. The 
aim of the club is principally to promote 
climbing in Iceland and abroad (Alps and 
Greenland). The club organizes three 2-3 day 
courses annually in snow, ice and rock climb
ing which all members are free to partake in at 
no cost. Plans for the future include a trip to 
the Alps next summer organized by the club 
and another by club members. Also planned 
is an expedition on Mount McKinley during 
the summer of 1979 by eight club members. 

For your further information rock climb
ing in Iceland is of little interest, but snow and 
ice climbing is of great interest all year round, 
but especially March-June. Cross country ski
ing conditions are excellent January-July and 
Alpine skiing all year round. The club would 
like to offer you. and those who look to for 
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advice, information on climbing/skiing in Ice
land and would be prepared to organize tours/ 
climbs with experienced guides in Iceland. 

We hope that you find this information of 
interest and that we can be of assistance to 
you. 

We would appreciate it if you could post 
this information where it is available to every
one. 

Einar H. Haraldsson, President 
Post Box4186 

Reykjavik, Iceland 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

I thought you might like some further 
information on Arna Dablam (6856 m), men
tioned in the June 1978 issue as a virgin peak. 
It was in fact climbed in March 1961 (a winter 
ascent?) by a New Zealand party of four from 
one of Sir Edmund Hillary's expeditions. An 
account of the ascent is given in Chapter 10 of 
Dr. Michael Ward's book, "In this Short 
Span" published by Victor Sollancz ( 1972. 

Sheer nationalism prompted this letter
as an expatriate New Zealander I thought our 
few Himalayan ascents of note need preserv
ing! 

Simon Carr 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Your Kathmandu correspondent (June 
issue, p. 43) lists Arna Dablam (Khumbu 
Himalaya, Nepal) as a "virgin" summit now 
open for climbing. 

Barry Bishop, writing in the National Ge
ographic (October 1962, p. 503) reports that 
he and three others made the first ascent of 
Arna Dablam on March 13, 1961 (a winter 
ascent!) 

Bishops's companions were Michael Gill 
and Wally Romanes (New Zealand) and Mike 
Ward (Britain) . They were part of an interna
tional scientific expedition, under Sir Edmund 

Hillary, which spent the winter in the upper 
Mingbo valley. 

The ascent of Arna Dablam was de
scribed as something of an afterthought in the 
expedition. One is tempted to speculate that 
the ascent is not recognized in official Nepal
ese circles. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Bert E. Brown 
Tacoma, Washington 

While climbing at Tahquitz with a student 
climber, I had the unfortunate opportunity to 
observe firsthand the mental disassociation 
resulting from a bad leader fall and how un
reliable first impressions can be. 

Diana Smith clipped into an old piton that 
subsequently pulled out along with other pro
tection when she slipped. She fell 40 feet, 
bouncing headfirst down a rock staircase and 
luckily suffered no severe injuries. Her arms 
had instinctively covered her bare head. 
Diana's speech was coherent and she seemed 
in control of her motor actions. 

I was thinking about continuing the climb 
until I began questioning what had happened 
and discovered her memory was completely 
blank. Evidently the trauma associated with 
the fall had erased all recollection of the 
previous hour of climbing. In fact, she had no 
idea of where she was or how she got there. 
This blew my mind as we sat on a shelf 200 
feet above the ground. I tied her in tight and 
made arrangements for evacuation. 

Within 15 minutes her memory began to 
return and after an hour she had fully 
recovered with the exception of the actual 
fall. 

The lessons learned from this experience 
are 1) Students should wear protective head
gear, 2) Don't trust old pitons, 3) Don't as
sume anything about the mental condition of 
a fallen leader. 

Bob Hartunian 
Huntington Beach, California 
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Letters-Continued 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

It was nice to see that you have used my 
photo of lllimani. (OFF BELAY 38, April 1978). 

However, the caption is incorrect. This is 
the Pico Centrale of lllimani's massif. In the 
lower right foreground is the snow-free rocky 
lower slope of lllimani's South Peak, lllimani's 
highest summit, and the picture is taken from 
our high camp on the South Peak's slopes, 
from which Jose Elligoria must have started 
for his new route on the west face. The north
east ridge route of Jack Miller and Del Young 
would be far out of the picture to the right and 
over that corniced ridge. This picture, there
fore shows Nevado lllimani from the south, 

and shows only the central peak, a magnifi
cent mountain, with classic routes all over it 
still unclimbed. Essentially this picture shows 
a west buttress extension from the ridge be
tween lllimani's north and south peaks. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

John A. Woodworth 
Hampton, Connecticut 

CLASSIFIED 

CLASSIFIED RATES: $.30 per word; $5.00 mir'li, 
mum. Must be oaid in advance. No discounts. 
billing, or tear sheets. Deadline for the October 
issue is August 20th. 

Schools and Guide Services 

EE-DA-HOW MOUNTAINEERING offers challeng
ing climbing expeditions, qualified instruction, sum
mit climbs. Backpacking-wilderness experience se
minars in the Sawtooth mountains of Idaho. Write 
P.O. Box 207, Ucon, Idaho 83454. 

LIBERTY BELL MOUNTAINEERING - Unique 
Backpacking Tours, Mountaineering Courses, Lead
ership Course, Guide Service; in the heart of the 
North Cascades. Free brochure. Mazama, Wash. 
98833. (509) 996-2250. 

OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP TRAINING - Yearlong 
training program for outdoor leaders. Rockclimbing, 
mountaineering, and outdoor leadership work
shops. Rafting and skiing expeditions. College cre
dit and self-designed degrees available. Write for 
brochure. Outdoor Leadership Training Seminars, 
2220 Birch, Denver, Colorado 80207. 

ALPINISM IN SWITZERLAND - Classical and 
modern. Course details from: Peter Boardman, In
ternational School of Mountaineering, Club Vaga
bond, 1854 Leysin , Switzerland. 

A JUNGLE EXPEDITION TO CENTRAL AMERICA 
is being offered during the forthcoming winter 
quarter (Jan.-Mar. 79) . This is a low cost venture 
with 18 hours of freshman/sophomore college cre
dit available. We are looking for enthusiastic people. 
Write only if sincerely interested: Doug Stuffle
beam, 1922 South 16th, Mount Vernon, Washing
ton 98273. 

7 DAY DESERT CLIMBING COURSE,Oct. 1 to 7, 
1978. For the intermediate to expert climber, in
volves 5th class and aid cl imbing. You will be doing 
new routes and first ascents on desert spires and 
buttes. The ratio will be 2 to 1 per instructor. Write 
Rocky Mountain Climbing School, Box 2432, As
pen, CO 81611. 

JOIN INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN GUIDES on a 
memorable expedition to the worlds wild and beau
tiful places. Climbing in _Mexico, skiing at Glacier 
Bay, exploration on Baffin Island, More! Brochure: 
P.O. Box 1244, Los Gatos, California, 95030. 

NORTH CASCADES ALPINE SCHOOL - 2 and 6 
day courses in beginning snow and ice climbing, 
advanced ice climbing, alpine mountaineering, basic 
and advanced rock. Two-day courses from $30, six 
days from $120. Send or call for brochure: 1212-
24th OB2, Bellingham, WA 206-671-1505. 

SEMINAR IN MEDICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERING 
A specialized course covering medical response to 
accidents and medical disorders in setting where 
professional assistance is not available. Lecturer: 
Fred Darvill, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.P. Knowledge of first 
aid is prerequisite. September 2, Glacier, WA., $10. 
North Cascades Alpine School, 1212-24th OB2 
Bellingham, WA 206-671-1505. ' 

I am currently engaged in work on a revi
sion of the Climbers Guide to the Squamish 
Chief, which I hope to have published in the 
spring of 1980. As part of the information 
gathering process for the guide, and so as to 
contact some on the many non-local climbers 
who frequent the area, I am writing you in the 
hope that you will bring this to their attention 
via your publication. I am primarily interested 
in new route information, but any other com
ments, criticism and advice would be wel
come. I would very much appreciate it if you 
could publish a brief mention of this in your 
publication sometime in the near future. Any
one wishing to contribute should write to tne 

address below. 

JOIN JOHANN MOUNTAIN GUIDES on their 8th MEXICO-WINTER SUN AND HIGH ALTITUDE-

trip to climb the high remote peaks of Mexico, Backpack at 16,000' and climb to 18,701' on Pico de 

October 1978 and March 1979. Johann Mountain Orizaba, Popocatepetl, and lxticihuatl. Two and 

Guides, P.O. Box 19171, Portland, OR 97219. three week trips in November, December, and Feb-

•
-------------------• ruary. North Cascades Alpine School, 1212-24th 

OB2, Bellingham, WA 

AndersOurom 
3993 West 10 Avenue 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada 
V6R 2G9 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

'An Amazing Ordeal on the Ogre', OFF 
BELAY, February 1978. 

Ogre is not in Garwhal Himalaya not even 
Himalaya. It is in Karakoram. 

G.S. Butt 
Alpine Club of Parkistan 

Rawalpindi 
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Equipment 

THE NEW GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS Equip
ment catalog is now available. Contains a new 
"Jam Crack" technique article by Dale Bard. Many, 
new items: Chouinard Oval Carabiners, Chouinard 
Hinged Crampons and new chocks. Plus! A whole 
new selection of Patagonia clothing. Send one dol
lar to: The Great Pacific Iron Works, Dept. OB-1, 
P.O. Box 150, Ventura, CA 93001. 

SPECIAL SALE: Limited offer, Tecnica Double 
boots, Model V. Proven on Everest, McKinley. $99. 
Add $5 postage and handling. Washington resi
dents add 5.1 % tax. Northwest Mountain Supply, 
786 Commerce, Tacoma, WA 98402. 206-572-4857. 

Repairs and Cleaning 

BOOT REPAIR: Hiking or Climbing boots need 
repairing? Try us. Fast service, guaranteed work
manship, good selection of soles. Write for free 
brochure. Schnee's Boot Works, 411 West Men
denhall, Apt. B, Bozeman, Montana 59715. 

RE-SOLING, Please write: Mountain Bootery, Niall 
McGinnis (O.B.), PO Box 94, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 

Books, New and Used 

STEP BY STEP Guide to Starting a Backpacking 
Equipment Store. Proven techniques, detailP.d 
checklists. Supplier relations, legal matters, findn
cial sources, store promotion, inventory gu:des and 
much more. $9.50 + .50 postage. Marstan Re
search Associates, Dept 12, PO Box 82901, Lincoln, 
NB 68501. 

Miscellaneous 

NATURAL FOOD BACKPACK DINNERS. Deli
cious, nutritious, nothing artificial. 10 varieties, two 
generous servings each. P.O. Box 532, Corvallis, 
Oregon 37330. 
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Put 1011111 cli111 
in your outdoor 

meals. 
Your favorite posh restaurant 

is 200 miles away. Who cares? 
You've got it all right here. 

Delightful atmosphere, incom
parable view, candlelight-and 
a selection of Mountain House 

freeze dried foods to satisfy the 
appetite of any gourmet. Ready 

to serve in just 10 minutes. 
No cooking. No KP. 

For a free Customer Catalog 
and Menu Planner, send a 28¢

stamped, self-addressed en
velope to Dept. OB, Oregon 

Freeze Dry Foods, Inc., 
P.O. Box 1048, Albany, OR 

97321. 
Dealer Inquiries Invited. 
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